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Abstract	
Headline: Rational decision making in Swedish SME’s: Differences between managers and 
entrepreneurs 
Author: Edward Nilsson 
Supervisor: Ingemar Wictor 
Examiner: Jonas Gabrielsson 
Introduction: To be make a rational decision a decision maker must use reasoning and logic 
to be able and judge the utility of the supposed decision. A rational decision and decision-
making could be defined as following: Rational decision making reflects a wish to make the 
best possible decision with the current circumstances. Such intended rationality is characterized 
by an attempt to gather the necessary information to form an idea of the various options and 
their expected returns.  
Purpose: The overall purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of rational decision 
making in SMEs by examining and analyzing how entrepreneurs and managers differ from each 
other as decision makers. The practical purpose is to bring further knowledge so that a certain 
type of decision maker could further understand why a different decision maker acts in a certain 
way when making decisions. 
Method: To be able and analyse how the decision-making between managers and entrepreneurs 
differ, the study used a qualitative method. Five different decision makers, currently active 
within Swedish SME’s have been interview. To analyse the different decision makers, the 
previous research about the subject have been studied. Relevant theories where selected t 
further study the area and the theories are presented in the chapter theoretical framework. 
Conclusion: I have in this study found that there is a difference between entrepreneurs and 
managers in SMEs with respect to their decision making. The decision-making process could 
be summarized into consisting of: (1) idea to make something better, (2) Search for 
information and knowledge, (3) prove the testability, (4) action. The study showed that the 
differences between the decision makers is mostly due to property holding and not the 
underlying mentality between the two decision maker’s entrepreneurs and managers. 
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1	Introduction	
	
In the first chapter, rational decision making will be defined. The Background aims to introduce 
the subject rational decision making. Former research on the subject will be displayed with the 
latest to date research whereas a problem discussion. The first chapter will summarize into 
research questions, purpose and the delimitations of the thesis. 
 
1.1	Background	
According to the www.oxforddictionaries.com (2015a) rational is defined as following: 
Rationality is based on our accordance with reason or logic. To be able to think sensibly or 
logically and endowed with the capacity to reason. With other words, it is possible to say that 
being rational is being able to compare things relatively against each other to make the best 
possible outcome. Rational has for a long time and still is a central area among business 
literature (Elbanna, 2006; Elbanna and child 2007), and there has been a lot of different 
definitions of rational decision making (Langley, 1989; Schwerk, 1995). However, the 
definition from this point and forward will be in line with www.oxforddictionaries.com’s 
(2015a) definition and more precisely Dean and Sharfman’s (1993, p. 589) definition: “…the 
extent to which the decision-making process reflects a desire to make the best decision possible 
under the circumstances. Such ‘intended rationality’.” is characterized by an attempt to collect 
the information necessary to form expectations about various alternatives, and use of this 
information in the final decision”.  
 
It is possible to illustrate the problem of irrational thinking as seen in the picture below. In the 
picture, there is two black circles which appear to be different in size. However, they are the 
same size and the grey circles makes it hard for our mind to think rational about the situation 
(Areily, 2008). 
	

	
Figure	1	Irrational	relativity	demonstration,	own	creation	(based	on	Areily	2008).	
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The picture above makes it valid to question if humans is capable to make rational choices, 
which is in line with Areily’s (2008) reasoning. That humans are in fact not created to make 
complicated decisions. In the modern world, there is a lot of existing companies and firms with 
their entrepreneurs and managers who daily makes decisions about strategy, planning, 
investments, economics etc. This makes the debate and research valid about rational an 
irrational behaviour in the decision-making process (Goll and Rasheed, 1997). When the 
outcome of a decision is given, the rational decision is a matter of maximising the utility. But 
when the outcome isn’t given its up to the decision maker to analyse and predict the best 
possible outcome to maximize the utility of the decision (Beyth-Marom and Fischoff, 1997; 
Fischoff, 2008). A decision maker can be defined as an entrepreneur or manager but with 
different characteristics (Francioni, Musso and Cioppi, 2015). The entrepreneur is a person who 
through personal experiences and values creates and introduces new or combined processes, 
strategies and opportunities due a certain amount of calculated risk (Knight, 1921; Schumpeter, 
1934; Kirzner, 1973) and as Busenitz and Barney (1997) explains, entrepreneurs are those who 
have founded their own firms and where currently involved in the start-up process. A manager 
is a person who is responsible for directing a group of people and monitoring the working 
process in a certain direction according to vision, goals and values of an organisation. 
(www.oxforddictionaries.com, 2015b) 
 
Toshi & Slocum (1984) argued that the external environment has a great impact on the decision 
maker in situations regarding all management, example: strategy structures and processes. A 
connection was established about how the external environment had a direct impact on the 
decision maker’s ability to be rational. Fredrickson, Mitchell (1984) and Fredrickson, Iaquinto 
(1989) kept building on the reasoning of the impact of the external environment. Eventually 
they concluded that in closed situation (all the facts are presented with a fixed external 
environment) it is possible to reach rational decision making but in context were the situations 
is open (all the fact are not presented and the environment are not fixed) it is not possible to 
reach rational decision making in a valid time aspect. The time needed to maintain all the facts 
in an open situation to make the most rational choice will be too long and the process will be 
inefficient and cost too much of the organisations resources. In the end the most efficient way 
of making decisions in complex open situations was to make quick decisions on the presented 
facts (Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson and Iaquito, 1989).  
 
Eisenhardt (1989) showed that the most successful decision makers were the decision makers 
who logically interpret highly informative situations through their cognitive ability to make the 
decision. The cognitive ability consists of two different systems. System 1, the fast and intuitive 
system and system 2, a slow but deliberate system which the decision maker activates during 
difficult and more complicated situations (Casey, Getz & Galvan, 2008; Kahneman, 2013). The 
decision makers need, by using their cognitive ability, to always make trade-off’s through 
placing the different options in relativity to each other (Airely, 2008). Fischoff (2008) explains 
that the trade-offs are valued by the decision maker from how the person has developed the 
cognitive ability. If the outcome of a decision is not known the decision maker often puts the 
different options in relativity by doing a strength and weaknesses analyse to value the the 
excepted outcome of the options (O’Hagan, Buck, Daneshkhah & Eiser, 2006). The rational 
decision maker then chooses the option that gives the highest utility. However, there is no 
certain way of telling if the chosen option was the rational choice. Every choice that rational 
decision makers do have their own equation, factors and variables which are hard to identify 
(Boumans, 2011).  
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One of the most persistent problem regarding irrational and rational decision making is the; 
Monty Hall problem (Kluger and Freidman, 2010). The problem is widely researched and often 
chosen as a subject for experimental research regarding economic rational and irrational 
decision making (Freidman, 1998). The game/problem consist of one host and one player. The 
host displays three different doors for the player. One of the doors have the grand prize whereas 
the other doors are blank. The player starts by choosing a door, then the host opens one of the 
blank doors and the player gets the option to switch door between the two doors that is left. The 
rational choice is to switch door because the probability is 2/3 compared to 1/3 when the player 
stays with the first choice. During the Monty Hall project, the information of the best utility 
was given to the players but most the players did still choose to not switch door and stay with 
their first choice due to emotional preferences (Bouman, 2011). The phenomena to purposely 
conduct the irrational choice despite that the person knows the facts is interesting. It makes you 
questioning if today’s corporate leaders and managers are aware of how they can be affected of 
the displayed facts and their emotions during decision making. The rational choice will always 
differ for the different decision makers but are today’s decision makers (entrepreneurs and 
managers) aware of how easy it is to make an irrational decision? 
 
1.2	Previous	research	
Although a lot of studies have focused on rational decision making, most of the studies have 
been conducted at a university level with college students as participants (Fischoff, 2008; Reyna 
and Rivers, 2008). There has been a lot of different angles about rational decision making such 
as the rational comprehensive approach by Ansoff (1965), the incremental political approach 
by Quinn (1980) to the more complex studies of how the external environment affects the 
decision maker (Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson and Iaquinto, 1989). Ansoff 
(1965), Lindblom (1965), Quinn (1980) and Fredrickson and Mitchell (1984) is all defining 
comprehensiveness as a measure of rationality. However, these theories are in one way or 
another related to behaviour economic constructions such as: attitudes, needs, values, 
preferences and cognitive ability. All the different variables above is often defined in different 
ways regarding the viewer whereas in an organisational environment there is other social norms 
managers and corporate leaders follows, regarding, decision making such as: parsimony, 
comprehensibility, logical consequences, predictive power and testability in the best possible 
way until the opposite is proven (Pfeffer, 1983). Regarding the social organisational norms of 
decision-making the rational decision making process is according to Papadakis and Barwise 
(2002) a sequence of steps or phases or as a set of different characteristics/dimensions. The 
steps focus on how rational the decision-making process is rather then how rational the actual 
decision is for the firm (Papadakis & Barwise, 2002).  
 
Wiersenna and Bantel (1992) conducted a research where they found a relationship between a 
firm’s probability to change its strategy and the educated level of the “Top-Management-
Team”. A lot of the research have been focusing on how the external environment factor affects 
the decision makers with less focus on the internal environment inside the “Top-Management-
Team” and how the organisation affects the decision makers (Fredrickson, 1984; Eisenhardt, 
1989; Rajagopalan, Rasheed and Datta, 1993). Goll and Rasheed (2005) conducted a research 
regarding the relationship between the top-management-team demographics, rational decision 
making, munificence and the firm performance with the conclusion of a positive correlation. 
The steps of a decision-making process as described by Pfeffer (1983) is the rational model to 
embrace an organisational problem by using its continual process of searching and identify a 
problem/possibility, analyse the situation and then plan a comprehensive strategy (Fredrickson 
1983, 1984). Anna Grandori (2010) did conduct a “best-way-model” to use when searching for 
the best rational decision which is in line with former researcher’s theories about the rational 
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decision making process: (1) Problem formulation, (2) Logical of discovery and justification of 
alternatives (3) Definition of objectives and expected utility (4) Research stopping and choice 
rules.  
 
Regarding the decision-making process often research is focusing on the high-level mechanism 
as describe above when it is specific control mechanisms who is valid in the rational decision 
making process. The specific control mechanisms are executive functioning which is a working 
memory process in the mind were the complex decisions can be validated. Executive 
functioning is a cognitive process including: working memory, reasoning, flexibility, problem-
solving, planning and execution. Often the executive functionality is measured in a lot of 
different factors but regarding the rational decision making process it is possible to narrowing 
it down to six different factors as following: resistance to framing, applying decision rules, 
consistency in risk perception, under/overconfidence, recognizing social norms, resistance to 
sunk costs. (Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin, 2012). Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin (2012) 
draws three main conclusions from the conducted research to date how the decision-maker uses 
different abilities during different decision situations. First executive functioning and working 
memory processes appears to be more relevant during decisions that requires more extensive 
evaluations of the different decision options and their consequences. Second, there is decisions 
(daily decisions) where there is no need for the extensive amount of executive functioning. The 
decisions are driven by a clear perceptual pattern or predictability that makes it possible for the 
decision maker to learn from the probability. Third, the decision maker may in some task rely 
on more emotion related regulation processes to choose the preferred outcome, or the most 
rational one.  
 
Busenitz and Barney (1997) studied the differences between entrepreneurs and managers within 
large organizations and their decision-making process. The result of the study did show that 
entrepreneurs and managers tend to differ regarding to which extend they manifest biases and 
heuristics within their decision making. The two main variables of the study, overconfidence 
and representativeness did categorize entrepreneurs and managers more than 70 % of the time. 
The variables included by Busenitz and Barney (1997) study is to describe the differences 
between entrepreneurs and managers within large organizations where: representativeness, 
overconfidence, risk-taking, conformity, education, age and alertness.  
 
1.3	Problem	Discussion	
It is possible to conclude former research by summarizing into a few different stand points. To 
start with, the argument by Fischoff (2008), Reyna and Rivers (2008) that most of the research 
is conducted on students at a university level regarding the accessibility factor. Former 
researchers have concluded that executive functioning and risk apprehension is positively 
related to rational decision making (Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin, 2012). It is of further 
interest to research the area on SMEs and on their representative entrepreneurs and managers 
because the SMEs often revise and make changes to their strategies to be more efficient with 
the purpose of making the firm grow (Francioni, Musso and Cioppi, 2015).  
 
Most of the current research has been focused on how the external environment affects the 
decision maker in complex decisions (Fischoff, 1997). The most rational way to attack the 
problem is by a strategically and organised process following a certain number of steps 
(Frerickson and Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson and Iaquinto, 1989; Grandori, 2010), and is still 
today according to the current research the most effective way of approaching a complex 
decision (Hitt and Tyler, 1999). Executive decision maker’s take less control when there is less 
cognitive ability needed to interpret the risk, with other words decisions regarding the short-
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term strategies (Evans, 2009; Glöckner and Witteman, 2010). In some decisions, the decision 
maker decides to “be affected” of his emotional values or other external effects and will turn 
out bias in the decision-making process which results in a non-rational decision where the 
maximized utility isn’t reached but whereas for the decision maker the selected option is 
rational (Castellenos, Sonuga-Barke, Milham & Tannock, 2006; Fischoff, 2008; Beyth-Marom 
and Fischoff, 1997). 
 
Francioni Musso and Cioppi (2015) investigated the characteristics of decision makers, mostly 
entrepreneurs of Italian SME’s whereas they suggest a further research looking at the 
knowledge gap of the differences between entrepreneurs and managers and their decision-
making processes. Busenitz and Barney (1997) did conduct a research regarding the differences 
between the rational decision making process between entrepreneurs and managers in large 
organizations and how they respond upon the rational decision making process. It is therefore 
of interest to study the gap of both entrepreneurs and managers and to see if their rational 
decision making differs from each other in SME’s. To focus on SMEs is relevant because the 
entrepreneur is often still within the firm whit different types of managers active in the same 
organization (Francioni, Musso and Cioppi, 2015). Further it is of interest to study SMEs due 
a lot of current research is conducted on entrepreneurs and managers within larger organizations 
(Busenitz & Barney, 1997). To this end, there’s seems to be a need to establish and further 
understand how entrepreneurs and managers differ from each other as decision makers. 
 
The study aims to contribute to the current knowledge gap of the differences between the two 
different decision maker’s managers and entrepreneurs active within SME’s and how their 
decision making differ from one another. 
 
1.4	Research	Questions	
The following question and sub questions was established to meet the knowledge gap expressed 
above: 

• How does rational decision making differ between the decision maker’s 
entrepreneurs and managers in Swedish SME’s? 

o How does entrepreneurs and managers in SMEs differ from each other as 
decision makers? 

o How do entrepreneurs vs. managers base rational decisions? 
o What drives the decision maker to make a final decision? 

1.5	Purpose	
The overall purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of rational decision making 
in SMEs by examining and analyzing how entrepreneurs and managers differ from each other 
as decision makers. A decision maker is daily affected of his or her environment and makes a 
lot of decisions on a normal day. The decisions are in one way or another all rational decisions 
at the time because otherwise they wouldn’t be made. Further the purpose is to fill the research 
gaps regarding the understanding of how an entrepreneur or manager in SME’s is a rational 
decision maker. Which of the decision maker (entrepreneur or managers) who is the most 
rational? The study’s goal is thereby to try explain to how a decision maker, entrepreneur or 
manager, are rational in Swedish SME’s. The practical purpose is to bring further knowledge 
so that a certain type of decision maker could further understand why a different decision maker 
acts in a certain way when making decisions. 
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2	Theoretical	Framework	
	
	
In the chapter, theoretical framework, theory’s regarding decision making and the 
fundamentals behind the decision makers will be presented. The selection of theories gives the 
viewpoint of the author and why the theories have been selected. The explained theories are: 
Decision Uncertainty & Decision Complexity, Stakeholder theory, the psychology of the 
entrepreneur, Executive functioning, Sense-making and Fuzzy-trace theory. 
 
	
2.1	Selection	of	theories	
To be able to ease the understanding of rational decision making among managers and 
entrepreneurs in SMEs its necessary to understand the external environment in terms of the 
stakeholder theory and the additional theory of property holding and how it affects the decision 
maker’s actions. The psychology of the entrepreneur has been selected because often an 
entrepreneur is seen differently than a manager and I think its thereby of interest to study if the 
mentality between Swedish managers and entrepreneurs differ. The two theories: fuzzy-trace 
theory and sense-making have been selected because I believe the fuzzy-trace theory is 
interesting and relevant because the fundamental is that the decision maker is making decision 
in terms of a feeling or a reaction (Reyana & Rivers, 2008). It makes the fuzzy-trace theory 
somehow the polarized pair of sense-making. The theory of executive functioning is selected 
because it describes the decision maker’s ability to interpret the decision or situation at a whole 
and evaluating the big picture. The theory: decision uncertainty & decision complexity is 
included because it is currently describing a few of the differences regarding decision making 
of entrepreneurs and managers. That means that this study could thereby confirm if these 
differences is accurate on decision making regarding Swedish entrepreneurs and managers. 
	
2.2	Decision	Uncertainty	&	Decision	Complexity	
There have been studies that explains the difference regarding rational decision making 
between managers and entrepreneurs is different because that the different decision makers are 
facing different kinds of decision with different uncertainty (Hambrick & Crozier, 1985). 
Mintzberg (1973) showed that managers in larger organizations have greater access to internal 
data and information that can reduce the uncertainty of a decision. Thompson (1967) said that 
because managers have easier access to information they also can more easily find and make 
the most rational choice regarding decision making.  Like the definition of an entrepreneur, the 
entrepreneur has limited access to information and is thereby forced to make more uncertain 
decisions. The entrepreneurs can thereby not minimize the uncertainty of a decision as a 
manager because there is no data or information that they can rely upon (Barney, 1991). For an 
example, there exists no data or information when a new product or service is created and 
offered to the market. Efforts to try find the necessary data and information comes at a high 
cost and is often ineffective.  
 
According to Eisenhardt (1989) the entrepreneurs working tools regarding rational decision 
making is to use biases and heuristics in greater extend to create a feeling of understanding in 
order to “lower” the uncertainty. Further the current research has showed that entrepreneurs 
more often makes decisions within a more uncertain environment than managers. The effect is 
that entrepreneurs face more complex decisions then managers do. And Covin and Selvin 
(1991) found that the entrepreneurs tend to be more bias and more heuristic depending on the 
grade of complexity of the decision.  
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Often do managers within larger organizations have directives and routines from the 
owners/board to help them in their decision-making and to act according to the correct path of 
the organisation. The routines could describe the decision-making process, how it should be 
conducted, the manager’s responsibilities and the managers allowed limits. The entrepreneurs 
on the other hand does not have these kinds of routines to help them. The entrepreneurs do have 
to create their own routines if they would like to have any, depending on the decision 
(Fredrickson & Iaquinto, 1989). It could thereby be argued that entrepreneurs must be bias and 
heuristic to find and make rational decisions. Often the entrepreneurs could be seen as 
opportunists that will act upon limited information, and by doing so they have to include 
different stakeholders in their decision-making process in order to be rational (Gartner,Bird & 
Starr 1992). 
 
2.3	Stakeholder	Theory	
The main objective of the theory of stakeholders is that there are different groups affecting an 
organisation and the stakeholder theory is trying to explain how these different should integrate 
with each other (Weyer, 1991). The common view of the stakeholder theory is that there are 5 
major stakeholders affecting a firm. The different stakeholders are shareholders, customers, 
employees, suppliers and the society at a whole (Bucar and Hisrich, 2001; Miles, 2012). Miles 
(2012) research suggests that there are two different groups of stakeholders affecting the firm; 
internal and external stakeholders. The internal stakeholders are owners, managers and 
employees, with other words the personnel within the firm, the external stakeholders are all the 
other groups/people outside the firm. Hasnas (1998) investigated and found out that the most 
managers should manage the firm in terms of performance with the incentives to benefit all the 
firm’s different stakeholders whereas often the entrepreneur could work from ethical 
standpoints and takes less interest in the stakeholder’s opinions. Further it has been proven that 
the older the decision-maker gets the less sensitive the decision-maker is of external impact 
from stakeholders (Radaev, 1994). 
 
2.2.1	Theory	of	Property	Holding	
In recent years property holding has become a central role of understanding the stakeholder 
theory (Donaldson and Preston, 1995), in terms of the ongoing discussion about how property 
holding gives incentives for emotional attractiveness and ethical values. However, the 
discussion is ongoing since it has been proven that people can develop incentive for emotional 
attractiveness and ethical values without property holding of an object or in this case a firm 
(Becker, 1977). In Bucar and Hisrich (2001) study they argue that entrepreneurs easier show 
more ethical attitudes and values than managers do because of the theory of property holding, 
entrepreneurs more often own organizations than managers. Bucar and Hisrich (2001) did found 
that managers more often need to sacrifice their personal values to those of the company more 
than entrepreneurs and that entrepreneurs more often show higher ethical attitudes in the 
internal dealings of the company. 
 
2.4	The	Psychology	of	the	Entrepreneur	
Researchers have always been interested in separate entrepreneurs as a group in terms of their 
way of thinking when approaching problems and difficulties. The research has could define an 
entrepreneur through a couple of factors whereas an entrepreneur is broadly defined as an active 
decision maker within a firm. There are five different factors that defines the entrepreneur 
which is: (1) desire for autonomy, (2) risk-taking propensity, (2) need for achievement, (4) 
over-optimism and (5) locus of control (Carter and Evans, 2012). 
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2.4.1	Desire	for	Autonomy	
In (1985) Sexton and Bowman could establish psychological connection of entrepreneurs and 
their need to act independently because that the entrepreneurs fear to lose control and power to 
external stakeholders. Sexton and Bowmans (1985) theory of the entrepreneur’s desire for 
autonomy has been confirmed in later studies where it showed that the entrepreneur is 
emphasizes the factor of freedom and being able to make their own decision as own of the most 
important factors (McGrath, Mcillian and Scheinberg, 1992). 
 
2.4.2	Risk-taking	Propensity	
There has been a different variety of studies that have shown that risk-taking between the two 
decision makers entrepreneurs and managers does not differ (Stewart Jr and Roth, 2001), but it 
has also been proven that risk-taking differ in terms of how the decision-maker perceive that 
they own the decision (Smith, Mitchell and Mitchell, 2009). Smith, Mitchell and Mitchell 
(2009) did show that if the decision-maker is owning the decision the decision-maker will be 
open to take more risks. Further the point of view of the entrepreneur is vital for the decision 
made, to clarify: an entrepreneur chose to see the possibilities with a decision instead of be 
interested of threats (Gregoire, Barr and Sheperd, 2010). 
 
2.4.3	Need	for	Achievement		
One of the main factors that defines an entrepreneur is need for achievement in the terms of the 
feeling of doing something good rather than making a lot of money. The need for achievement 
is thereby more valuable for the entrepreneur than earning a lot of money but how much money 
the entrepreneur makes is often a measurement of how good the entrepreneur is performing 
(Carter and Evans, 2012).  
 
2.4.4	Over-optimism	
An entrepreneur has often faith in themselves and are over-optimism regarding that they believe 
that all their made decision are rational, the entrepreneur is convinced that the made decision 
will have a rational outcome (Carter and Evans, 2012). Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin (2012) 
showed that often decision-makers believes that the probability that others will fail in the same 
task is higher than that the decision-maker will fail. A main characteristic of an entrepreneur is 
that the entrepreneur naturally expects to be successfully and the entrepreneurs thereby puts a 
lot of faith on themselves that the decision they make are rational (Simon, Hoighton and 
Aqunio, 2000). 
 
2.4.5	Locus	of	Control	
A person can either identify themselves with someone who thinks that it is the actions from the 
person that will define if the person is in control over their own decisions, or a person can 
identify themselves with someone who believes that it is external factors that affects if the 
person is in control over their own decisions. Often entrepreneurs identify with the first group, 
the group of people who believes that it is their inputted actions that will reflex the outcome 
and the entrepreneurs thereby thinks that they are in control of their life and their decisions 
(Carter and Evans, 2012). 
2.5	Executive	Functioning	
Executive Functioning, EF, is often described as fluid knowledge that consist of a few different 
factors. How well a decision maker performs in these different factors can be a measurement 
of how rational the decision maker is in terms of locating and analyze informative decisions. 
The different factors EF consists of is: Resistance to framing, applying decision rules, 
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consistency in risk perception, under/overconfidence, recognizing social norms, resistance to 
sunk costs. The different factors should be analyzed and validated carefully because they all 
explain different situations and it is the overall judgment of these factors that defines the 
decision maker’s fluid knowledge (Missier, Mäntylä & De bruin, 2012). Missier, Mäntyla and 
De Bruinn (2012) could conclude a positive correlation between EF and firm performance and 
further they concluded that: the different factors of EF affect differently depending on the 
decision/problem. Further they concluded that EF is less relevant in “smaller/easier” decisions 
and that decision making should not be viewed as something single, monolithic, construct; to 
simplify: it should not be viewed as something binary with just 1 and 0’s (Missier, Mäntyla & 
De Bruinn, 2012).  
 
2.6	Sense-making	
Sense-making is defined as: knowledge is sense made at a specific time and point by a person. 
Sometimes the knowledge gets shared and codified; sometimes several people agree upon it 
and often in the corporate world it gets tested in other times and spaces with facts to prove a 
certain point (Dervin, 1998). According to Dervin (1998) sense-making does not make any 
difference on information and knowledge. Weick (1969) and (1993) is often viewed as the 
person who first defined sense-making. Today there is no final definition of sense-making but 
the genuine consensus says that sense-making is processes where the decision maker seeks 
plausibly to understand, ambiguous, equivocal or confusing issues or events (Brown, Colville 
& Pye, 2015). Weick (1995, p. 6) writes: “Sense may be in the eye of the beholder, but 
beholders vote and the majority rules”. The main theory behind sense-making is to look at the 
world in a certain point of time in a certain situation, and in that moment, there will be a few 
different gaps displayed. The spectator wants to correct these gaps by deciding about the gap.  
 
In this aspect sense-making should be view as a theory of activity rather than descriptive theory, 
whereas the decision maker in a certain point of time is making decisions to correct a gap that 
needs to be corrected. The theory of analyze sense-making as a verb in a point of time is based 
on the aspect that there is in that moment a few different ways to go. It is thereby necessary to 
make sense of the different ways and select the most rational way (Dervin, 1998). Brown, 
Colville and Pye (2015) has much like Dervin (1998) concluded that sense-making is an 
extraordinarily influential perspective about the rules of decision making in management, and 
that sense-making is depending on what realities the decision maker has encountered. Dervin 
(1998, p. 39) conclude sense-making in the following sentence; “In capsule it says, look to the 
gap: this is where you will find the action in sense-making and sense-unmaking making; in 
communicating; and, in the creating, seeking, using and rejecting of information and 
knowledge”. Kurtz and Snowden (2003) discus the underlying assumption of sense-making 
which is the assumption that the decision maker is rational and will in complex situations where 
the utility of the option is unknown will make the most rational choice. If the decision maker 
does not chose the most rational decision it is because it implies that there is a right or ideal 
way of doing things according to a personal or organizational perspective (Kurtz & Snowden, 
2003). Often in context, sense-making theories have more and more been focusing on decision 
making. The context focus on both the individual perspective and the perspective of a sense-
making in groups within an organisation (Brown, Colville and Pye, 2015). Bolander and 
Sandberg (2013) could conclude that sense-making in the context of a group takes the shape of 
practical deliberation which can be explained as following; Decision making committees within 
organizations tackles advanced decision-making situation by discussing and arguing about the 
different plausible decisions and in the end, chose the decision that makes most sense for the 
organisation.  
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2.7	Fuzzy-trace	theory	
Fuzzy-trace theory emphasize that the decision maker is making decisions in terms of a reaction 
to a situation rather than making the decision by a certain methodology. With other words the 
decision maker react acts first and then later thinks about the made decision (Reyana & Rivers, 
2008). The theory is relevant because Reyna and Farley (2006) is arguing that to understand 
today’s decision makers, the fuzzy-trace theory needs to be understood. In Reyna and Farley 
(2006) research they could establish that decision makers did approach decision differently 
regarding if it was an analytical test or a situation in their real-life. In the analytical test, they 
acted upon presented facts and information but in their real-life situation they acted upon 
presented information facts and their feelings and emotions. Leaders as decision makers is often 
mote reacting to a certain situation and often lets their feeling decide (Reyana & Rivers, 2008). 
Further the decision maker is analyzing presented data by sorting the information for the more 
essential parts and then makes the decision upon the sorted information. When a decision is 
supposed to be made it is depending on which mode the decision maker is in. When all 
information is collected and the different outcome is displayed the decision maker often sees 
the different outcome as either: no risk and some risk or some risk and high risk. The decision 
maker then chooses the decision with the risk option that best describes the decision maker’s 
current mode (Reyana & Rivers, 2008). The conclusion of the theory is that it in the end depends 
on the decision makers reasoning. The decision-maker is going to choose the alternative which 
makes the most logical explanation at the time and for the decision maker that is the most 
rational decision you could make (Reyana & Rivers, 2008). 
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2.8	Research	Model	
Regarding the literature review and the selected theories I have created the research model 
below. The research model shows in how this thesis intends to analyze and try to map their 
differences between the decision maker’s entrepreneurs and managers. The base of the thesis is 
made from the current and up-to-date research and a few valid theories have been selected to 
be analyzed regarding the decision maker’s perspective. With the theoretical base and the 
theoretical framework, the different decisions makers of entrepreneurs and managers will be 
analyzed and in the end the conclusions of this study will bring feedback to the current literature 
regarding decision making and how it differ between the two different decision makers of 
entrepreneurs and managers. 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Figure	2,	Research	model.	Own	creation	
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3	Method	
	
In the method, it is explained how I conducted this study. First it is explained how I started to 
work with the study and shortly after the introduction the research method is presented. Further 
the Sampling of participants and Data collection is presented and explained. The last part of 
chapter 3 Method will present and explain the interview framework and its theoretical 
operationalization. Chapter 3 Method ends with the research ethics. 
 
	
3.1	Initial	Approach	
To increase my knowledge about the subject I started to read and analyze scientifically articles 
regarding the subject rational decision making. Francioni, Fabio and Cioppi’s (2015) research 
aimed to explain rational decision making within SME’s and they suggested further research 
aimed towards the differences of decision making between managers and entrepreneurs. I have 
thereby been reading up-to-date theories that tries to explain and analyses the subject rational 
decision making. My approach towards the subject is different regarding most up-to-date 
research. The most common used method is by approaching the subject rational decision 
making quantitative. I have used a qualitative method by interviews and in-depth discussions 
with entrepreneurs and managers within SME’s. The collected empirical data have been 
analyzed against recent, current research and theories regarding rational decision making.  
 
3.2	Research	process/analysis	model	
I started to work with this thesis by reading scientific articles and up-to-date theories regarding 
the subject. I then moved on trying to find some sort of cause-effect regarding the result the 
study gave. This kind of research model is called the traditional research process (Backman, 
2008). According to Backman (2008) it is typical when using the traditional research process, 
the author of the study is trying to be objective regarding the researched subject by researching 
it through cause-effect-relationships. The traditional research process looks like the figure 
below: 
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Figure	3.	The	traditional	Research	Process.	(Backman,	2008	[own	recreation]).	

3.3	Deduction	
I have as figure 3 shows worked on a structured way where I have from my research question 
searched for suitable literature regarding the subject which gave the problem formulation. From 
the problem formulation, I have investigated the research questions which have later become 
the result of the study. After the conducted study the given result where analyzed with the 
reviewed and presented literature within the thesis. This kind of approach is deduction which 
is also according to Backman (2008) one of the most usual way of conducting a study when the 
traditional research process is used. 
3.3.1	Validity	

The meaning of validity is that the judgement of the study’s conclusions is coherent or not. 
Theoretical validity explains that the measure of a term realistically reflects the meaning of the 
term. To be able to assess theoretical validity it demands that the measurement is reliable. I 
have searched for a causation within this study which make intern validity important. Intern 
validity is describing if a conclusion with two or more variables is sustainable or not. (Bryman 
& Bell, 2011). 

To increase the validity in this study I have selected to include decision makers from different 
market sections. 

3.3.2	Reliability	

Reliability is referring to that the outcome of the study should be the same if the study was to 
be conducted a second time or if the study is affected by random events. If the outcome is the 
same as if the study is to be conducted again the study is described as reliable (Bryman & Bell, 
2011). The study was made by interviewing a few different decision-makers and if the same 
decision-makers where to be interviewed about the same subject again it is likely that the same 
outcome would be given.  

3.3.3	Replicability	

A study must be described in detail to make it possible for other scientists to make the same 
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study. If the implementation is not described it is impossible to make the same study twice. It 
is important that a study is replicable because it will also tell how reliable the study is (Bryman 
& Bell, 2011). I have strived to make the result of this study as reliable as possible and therefor 
clearly described the procedure 

3.4	Delimitations	
• This thesis will only look at decision makers included by the term SMEs in 

Sweden: The delimitation to only look and analyze decision makers within small 
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in Sweden is based on the tendency that it 
is easier to get access to SMEs and there will often be both an entrepreneur and a 
manager active daily within the organisation (Francioni, Fabio and Cioppi, 2015). 
SMEs are defined by a few different factors as seen in table 1. 

 
Table 1. What is SME? (http://ec.europa.eu Collected 2015-08-02). 

Company category Staff headcount Turnover 
Medium-sized < 250 < € 50 m 
Small < 50 < € 10 m 
Micro < 10 < € 2 m 

 
Furthermore, the decision regarding to only study decision makers within SMEs 
in Sweden is to manage to get a result of the study and make it valid due to the 
time aspect and the size of the study. The result given by this thesis should 
therefore not be generalized for all sizes of organizations and countries due to 
different cultures and value preferences. 

• The thesis will focus at the following characteristics and factors that affects the 
decision maker: As describe above there is a lot of different external factors 
affecting the decision makers (in this case entrepreneurs and managers) decision 
making (Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin, 2012; Fredrickson, Mitchell 1984; 
Fredrickson, Iaquinto 1989). This thesis will study how the decision makers make 
their decisions. How it affects the firm and further the thesis aims to explain how 
managers and entrepreneurs separate themselves as decision makers.  

• This thesis will have a qualitative approach and will thereby differ from a lot of  
already conducted research which is mostly of a quantitative approach: The 
thesis will thereby not focus on a specific test and validate the decision maker’s 
ability to make a decision, but instead focus on interviews and in-depth 
discussions with entrepreneurs and managers where the decision maker gets the 
possibility to give their view of the subject and of their ability to make the decision 
rational and how the process of decision making is. 

 
3.5	The	thesis	content	and	design	
The thesis aimed towards studying how different decision makers make decisions within an 
organisation and further investigate which attributes the decision makers tend to identify 
themselves with.  Francioni, Fabio and Cioppi (2015) said that there are still areas which need 
to be further investigated regarding decision-making within SME. Further most of the studies 
conducted today regarding decision making have been investigating the decision maker’s 
cognitive ability buy doing different tests. It is thereby of value to conduct a qualitative study 
that by a deductive way tries to find the essence and a deeper knowledge of decision making 
and why decision makers are rational most of the time.  
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3.5.1	Sampling	
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate differences between entrepreneurs and 
managers within Swedish SME’s. The first and foremost criteria demanded by the study was 
the following: that the sampled decision makers should be active within an organisation which 
is categorized as a SME located in Sweden. Further the organisation which the decision maker 
is active within should have had growth in the recent 3 years. Naturally the above criteria 
excluded some companies. The last criteria for the selection of decision makers was that they 
should be geographically placed north-west within Skåne of Sweden to be available for a 
personal meeting. After the above criteria, the interview guide with a request of an interview 
was sent to 10 decision-makers and their organizations. There were 6 responding decision-
makers whereas 5 had the possibility to participate. There were no further specific criteria 
regarding the organizational structure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
3.5.1.1Presentations	of	participants	
	
	 Name	 Position	 Company	 Date	 Place	
Participant	
one	

Oscar	
Nilsson	

Supplier	
development	
engineer,	
Manager	

BorgWarner	 160411	 Helsingborg	

Participant	
two	

Stefan	
Nilsson	

Entrepreneur,	
Owner	and	CEO	

Åsljunga	 Pallen	
AB	

160415	 Vemmentorp	
	

Participant	
three	

Mats	
Olsson	

Part-Owner,	
Entrepreneur	and	
CEO	

Åsbo	Hus	AB		 160418	 Örkelljunga	

Participant	
four	

Mikael	
Olsson	

Founder,	 Owner,	
CEO	 and	
Entrepreneur	

Mom-Events	 160420	 Ljungbyhed	

Participant	
five	

Andreas	
Wilander	

Coordinator	 of	
improvements,	
Manager	

Oatly	AB	 160428	 Helsingborg	

	
	
3.5.2	Data	Collection	
The collected data in this study is based on 5 different personal interviews. At the first stage the 
decision maker was contacted by e-mail including a brief introduction of this study and an 
introduction to the subject with two example questions. The framework for the interview and 
the asked questions is based on the literature review. However, the full framework and all 
questions were not given to the persons selected to do an interview because when conducting 
the interview, the participants should be as objective to the subject as possible and not fall 
behind the authors thoughts or the current research. In the introduction to the subject a definition 
of rational decision making was given. Further the study’s vision and goal where presented to 
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give a clear vision with the study before the interview where conducted. The interview 
introduction can be found in the appendix. The interview framework is based on 17 questions 
and the interviews was about 35-60 minuets and all interviews was transcribed after the 
interview framework. To transcribe after the interview framework was to keep the structure and 
to make sure that no data was forgotten. After the interview the participants got the possibility 
to speak shortly but freely about the subject and give his or her thoughts. Further they were 
given the possibility to give their acceptance to their given data and if they felt that they needed 
to change or ad any answer they were given the possibility to do so. The interviews where 
conduced in Swedish and in the appendix, the raw data can be found. The data was translated 
into English and can be found in 4.1 Empirical presentation. 
 
3.6	The	interview	framework	and	theoretical	operationalization	
In order to perform good and informative interviews and collect useable data I have conducted 
an interview framework. The framework can be found in the appendix of this thesis. The 
framework consists of 8 head questions, 7 sub questions and in the end the participant’s 
conclusions and thoughts about the subject. The 8 head questions were formulated with an open 
perspective to give the participant’s the freedom of “owning” the question. Further the 7 sub 
questions were asked as a supplementary to the 8 head questions to create a broader perspective 
of the subject. A few of the asked questions is formulated in a way to give answers according 
to more than one theory and it is because it will give the respondent the opportunity to speak 
freely and not be directed in a certain way. Below the different questions and their relation to 
the thesis theoretical framework is explained. 
 
Stakeholder Theory/Theory of property holding 
The purpose of including Weyer (1991) stakeholder theory was to analyze to which extent the 
decision maker gets affected by Bucar, Hisrich (2001) and Miles (2012 external and internal 
stakeholders. As Donaldson, Preston (1995) concludes that to fully understand stakeholder 
theory the theory of property holding need to be included and I find it interesting to analyze 
how the participants gets affected if they are emotionally attached to the organisation in terms 
of property holding (Becker, 1977; Bucar Hisrich, 2001). To analyze the stakeholder theory 
and the theory of property holding the following questions were asked: 

- Does the external environment affect your view of the decision process and in the end 
your decision-making and the decisions? 

o Have you ever felt the organisation to be more rational depending on the 
organisational culture? 

- Do you think that you would act differently or change your decision-making process 
and in the end the decision depending on how emotionally attached you are to the firm? 

 
The psychology of the entrepreneur 
To find differences between entrepreneurs and managers I formulated questions to further 
analyze Carter and Evans (2012) The psychology of the entrepreneur consisting of: desire for 
autonomy, risk-taking propensity, need for achievement, over-optimism and locus of control. 
The formulated question was: 

- Does the external environment affect your view of the decision process and in the end 
your decisions? 

o Have you ever felt the organisation to be more rational depending on the culture?  
- Do you think that you would act differently or change your decision-making process 

and in the end the decision depending on how emotionally attached you are to the firm? 
- Do you follow some sort of methodology when you are approaching a decision? 

Executive functioning 
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Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruin’s (2012) executive functioning and fluid knowledge consisting 
of a few different facts gives a good view of how the decision maker is approaching a decision. 
To analyze if there was a difference between the participating decision makers of entrepreneur 
and managers the following questions were asked regarding the subject of Executive 
functioning: 

- Do you follow some sort of methodology when you are approaching a decision? 
- The recent research concludes that it is the relatively fast decisions that are most 

rational. Is it the fast decisions that are the most rational?  
o Do you think you are good at taking the relatively quick decisions? 
o Why do you think that you are either good or bad at making quicker decisions? 
o (IF) Why do you think that it is the relatively fast decisions that are the most 

rational decisions? 
 
Sense-making 
Weick (1969; 1993) sense-making theory has a lot of different aspects in terms of what it is that 
is defined as sense-making. To analyze the presented sense-making theory the following 
questions was asked the participants: 

- On what kind of information or factors etc. do you base a decision on? 
o Do you base decisions on facts and numbers? 

- The recent research concludes that it is the relatively fast decisions that are most 
rational.  

o Do you believe that it is the fast decisions that are the most rational?  
o Do you think you are good at taking the relatively fast decision? 
o (IF)Why do you think that it is the relatively fast decisions that are the most 

rational decisions? 
- Have you ever made a decision where you know that the outcome or the dividend was 

not the most rational outcome? 
o Why did you make that decision?  
o Was the decision rational for you? 

Fuzzy-trace theory 
To analyze if the participating decision makers is emphasizing fuzzy-trace theory the same 
questions as for sense-making where asked because it is in some terms the polarized pair of 
sense-making (Reyana & Rivers, 2008). 

- On what kind of information or factors etc. do you base a decision on? 
o Do you base decisions on facts and numbers? 

- The recent research concludes that it is the relatively fast decisions that are most 
rational.  

o Do you believe that it is the fast decisions that are the most rational?  
o Do you think you are good at taking the relatively fast decision? 
o (IF)Why do you think that it is the relatively fast decisions that are the most 

rational decisions? 
- Have you ever made a decision where you know that the outcome or the dividend was 

not the most rational outcome? 
o Why did you make that decision?  
o Was the decision rational for you? 

 
Open Segment 
The last segment of the interview framework is an open part to emphasize the research ethics 
in terms of that the participants is given the free word to speak their mind regarding the subject.  
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- Why do you think that you are successful as a decision-maker, and what gives you the 
ability to make rational decisions? 

- On which terms, do you differ yourself from either an entrepreneur or a manager 
regarding the decision-making process and decision-making? 

- Have you ever made a decision where you know that the outcome or the dividend was 
not the most rational outcome? 

o Why did you make that decision?  
o Was the decision rational for you? 

 
3.7	Research	Ethics	
By keeping the interview and the questions as “open” and free as possible I have kept my 
research as independent and impartial as I could have done. Further I explained within the 
introduction that was sent to the participating decision makers that if they wanted to participate 
within the study that the study was fully voluntarily to participate in. The participants were 
given to opportunity to see and change any of their answers at the interview if they would want 
to. Further the transcribed interview was afterwards sent to the participants for their approval 
before the analyses of the study was started. The participant’s responses will also be in the 
greatest terms confidential and anonymity will for the participants be sought for. 
	

4	Empirical	data	
	
 
This chapter will present the empirical data collected during this study. The data is presented 
for one participant at once. Every participant is presented and after their personal presentation 
the data collected from the interview is presented. The presentation of the data follows the 
interview framework. 
 
	
4.1	Participant	one	empirical	data	
The first participant of this study is a manager active within an organisation and has no property 
holding of the organisation. Participant one is currently working as a Supplier development 
engineer at BorgWarner at Landskrona in the PowerDrive system division. The interview where 
conducted 160411 and lasted 41minuets. Participant one have been active within two different 
organizations. Before BorgWarner participant one was a Quality manager with responsibility 
of 6 quality technicians at NIBE. Participant one have worked a lot to ensure that everyone 
within the organisation follows the decided routines correctly. All quotations in 4.1. Participant 
one empirical data is referred to Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 160411, Place: 
Helsingborg. 
 
Participant one is arguing that because the fact that he defines himself as a manager he need to 
prove the testability of all decisions before he can implement them. However, participant one 
is strongly arguing that the testability of decisions is easily manipulated: “My view of testability 
is that it is easy to manipulate to the preferred outcome”. He has always felt that he has the 
possibility to make whatever decisions he would like, if he stays within the organizations goals 
and values. However, participant one argues that a lot of his inspiration and ideas is rooted 
outside the organisation. In  order to apply the idea into his organisation he uses internal 
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statistics to prove the decisions testability and why it would work for his organisation. An idea 
can come from outside the organisation but it is later realized within the organisation. 
 
When participant one should make a decision, he follows a methodology, he describes it as 
following: (1) I’ve got an idea to make a routine better (2) Search for information (3) prove the 
testability, (4) action. “The information search to prove the testability is for me: “damned lies” 
because it is easy to manipulate statistics and to prove your point.” Participant one believes 
that he is successful as a decision-maker because he is down and close within the organisation. 
Because he is so close to the organisation he can create and understand the feelings of the 
current condition or situation, he: “feels the condition”. Further he argues that he has always 
believed that it is of greatest importance to be one inside the group rather than someone above 
or besides the group. Participant one states that: “My point of view is that I am not allowed to 
make decisions if I am not participating in the group”. He describes himself as a rational 
decision-maker because he is always searching for a feeling and from the feeling he got from a 
certain context he can construct an idea and make the decision final. Further he defines the 
difference between him and an entrepreneur as: “I’m administrative and not rethinking in the 
big view”. 
 
Participant one has made a lot of fast decisions throughout his career but he makes fast decision 
mostly depending on a certain situation. He describes it as the situation demanded a fast 
decision and his point of view is that a fast decision is better than no decision at all. However, 
decisions that was made on fast terms demanded work even after the decision was made and he 
kept developing the decisions and the terms of the decisions. The outcome was constantly 
monitored until he and the organisation were satisfied whit the outcome. Slow decisions on the 
other hand is expected to be finished when the decision was made final because participant one 
describes slow decisions has a higher informational input and everyone affected expects 
everything to be specified within the decision and everyone affected takes it for granted that 
the decision is final and will work. “My point of view is that it’s better to make some sort of 
decision then any decision at all because if there are no decisions at all, the organisation will 
remain in the same place”. 
 
The external environment and the group demographic affects participant one. He changes his 
view to be in line with the framework of the organisation but he does not change his personal 
view of the situations. He describes himself as a team player when it is demanded by him but 
he states that he will never be defensive in his opinions. However, the group and its climate 
affects the decision-process and participant one. Depending on the group it could be a very 
creative environment where a lot of ideas will grow. Participant one is personally affected by 
the group but he states that he will never fall in a relaxed mode and not be participating in the 
group. 
 
Participant one explains that he has never thought of a decision to be defined as rational 
according to how this research present it. For him a decision must be rational because, 
otherwise you wouldn’t make the decision. However, he states that a person can in fact make 
irrational decisions and he has made a few where he didn’t was fond of the outcome. He had 
to go against his own will to accomplish the organisations goal and values at the time and 
create a favoured outcome for the organisation. If participant one would have been an owner 
of the organisation he would have acted differently and would have made other decisions 
which he still today believes would have benefited the organisation more, than the decisions 
that where implemented. 
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4.2	Participant	two	empirical	data	
Participant two is currently the entrepreneur, owner and CEO of Åsljungapallen AB. Participant 
two work mostly with strategic decisions, investments and making sure that the daily operations 
are working. Further participant two make sure that the top-management-team is working 
according to the organization’s vision and goal and that the top-management-team is reflecting 
the organizations visions and goals throughout the whole organisation. Participant two is not 
the founder of Åsljungapallen AB but still identifies himself as the entrepreneur of the business. 
The organisation is currently consisting of 58 employees and has a turnover of 123mSEK. The 
interview was conducted 160415 and lasted 47min. Participant two empirical data is referred 
to Stefan Nilsson, Åsljungapallen AB, interview 160415, Place: Vemmentorp. 
 
Participant two states that he base decisions on facts and numbers but at the same time he 
explains that how he base decisions to a certain situation. There is never the same procedure 
regarding two decisions. When participant two have found a “direction to go” throughout his 
gut-feeling and experience, the challenge is to search and collect information to somehow prove 
to himself and the organisation that the selected direction will work after the desired 
specifications. Participant two believes that it is through his gut-feeling and experience that he 
becomes a rational decision-maker. However, He does states that he cannot always make the 
decision he would like to do because he always thinks of the survival aspect of his organisation. 
Participant two described his method approaching a decision as following: “a decision is rooted 
on a feeling, that something within the organisation could be made better. After the feeling is 
defined it’s about searching for information and validating the different alternatives.” He 
thinks that he becomes a rational decision-maker through his experience, his strong will to win, 
the survival of the organisation and his passion for his work. Participant two believes that the 
most important aspect that makes him rational is that he listens and understands other people’s 
thoughts and ideas and can make use of them in a bigger picture. 
 
Faster decision is something that participant two do not sympathizes with: “If you generalize 
decisions it could possibly be that it is the fast decisions that is the most rational ones, but in 
the long term I don’t believe the fast decisions is the most rational ones.” Further participant 
two have experienced that faster decision possibly could be received as rational by the 
organisation because it creates action and makes everyone somehow stand on their toes. The 
biggest difference between participant two and a manager is that he can make decisions upon 
his gut-feeling and without facts because he is the owner of the organisation. However, 
participant two do feel that his external environment probably affects him more than he realizes. 
In a top-management-team he is affected by the people included, their ideas and their thoughts. 
The people surrounding him do have the burden to prove themselves and the testability of their 
ideas to make them final. External parties, the board and the top-management-team has the 
possibility to affect the long-term goal. Participant two states that if the demands of external 
party’s changes and there is a need for change, then the organisation will change, in order to 
fulfill these demands. 
 
Participant two explains that sometimes irrational decision must be made in order be successful. 
Sometimes there is not enough resources to make the most rational decision and therefor second 
best must be chosen. However, he does not choose to make irrational choices and when making 
an irrational decision it is because there is no other alternative to the situation. Participant two 
argues that the irrational decision could in fact be the rational one. At the time when the decision 
is made it was the most rational decision available, insoluble dilemma. If participant two didn’t 
have property holding within the organisation he states that he could not act the same way as 
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he has done throughout his career. He argues however that he has become more rational over 
time because of property holding and his possibility to act the way he can. 
 
4.3	Participant	three	empirical	data	
Participant three is CEO and part-owner of the organisation Åsbo Hus AB. Åsbo Hus AB has 
today 27 employees and a turnover of approximately around 62mSEK. Participant three started 
his career within the organisation with focus on the production but according to time the focus 
has shifted from production to the role as CEO and participant three is not today active in a 
greater occurrence within the production. Approximately 80 % of the time is spent on operating 
and managing the business strategically, but Participant three has still some time to spend on 
the production (approximately 20 %). Participant three describes himself as an entrepreneur but 
according to time he feels that it transfers more and more towards becoming a manager of the 
business. The interview was conducted 160418 and lasted 38min. Participant three empirical 
data is referred to Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus AB, interview 160418, Place: Örkelljunga 
 
Because of that participant three is active within an organisation and is one of four part-owners 
he describes his decision-making as democratic. All decisions made final must have proven 
testability by facts and information. Regarding ownership and strategic decision of the 
organisation participant three will with the rest of the owners conduct a meeting and discuss 
the different alternatives and in the end vote. Participant three argues that the process of making 
votes will ensure that everyone has a saying. Participant three argues that everyone affected by 
a decision should be involved within the decision-making process. When participant three 
makes smaller decisions, he uses his organizations and his employees to find information and 
facts. Every 14 days they conduct a meeting where everyone within the organisation have the 
possibility to pitch new ideas. The methodology in order to make an idea or decision final is 
that the testability has to be proven to work. It is particularly of importance to prove ideas 
testability if the origin is from the factory floor and not from the top-management-team. 
Participant three states the importance of involve as many stakeholders as possible, because he  
feels that the decision will be as rational and complete as possible when all stakeholders is 
involved. 
 
Participant three describes himself as a rational decision-maker because he is constantly 
including his external environment within his decision-making. He argues that if he includes 
stakeholders the decision will benefit the organisation at a greater extent and the organisation 
will grow stronger. However, participant three argues that it is in fact because of a couple of 
rational decisions that have made the organisation rational. He explains that one decision that 
made the organisation rational was when they build their new production facility. The new 
production facility has given them possibilities to be even more rational and it have created a 
new mentality within the organisation which as participant three states: “We have been 
successful with our decisions because of our good fellowmen’s. Our top-management-team  
understand what the customer wants. It is most important to follow the customers will and it 
creates a rational decision.” 
 
According to participant three the quicker decision is a bit riskier than the slower ones and he 
prefers to do slower decisions where more of the fact is presented and included by the decision. 
Participant three responded with the following regarding quick decision: “It is possible that 
quick decisions are perceived as rational to greater extent than quick decisions actually is.” 
The main difference between participant three and a manager is that he tends to see the whole 
picture. He needs to understand the organisation and the external environment to make rational 
decisions. He states that as a manager you would mostly need to know the organisation and 
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what the organisation stand for. As an entrepreneur, you would need to be able and understand 
the customer and what the customer wants and put it over your own interests. The external 
environment does not affect participant three in a greater extend he argues that it is because of 
that he with the other owners is a strong top-management-team and can rely upon each other 
and not be affected by the external environment in the long term. However, participant three do 
argues that it is always good to involve external parties to be more rational. 
 
Regarding making irrational decisions participant three argues that he has in fact made irrational 
decision, but it has been because he didn’t collect enough facts and information. Participant 
three states that if he would have included the fellowmen in the decisions he could in fact have 
made the irrational decisions rational. Participant three acted to fast according to himself.  “But 
what we should have done is asked the fellowmen that was supposed to use the investment to 
get their point of view of it”. Further participant three states that because of property holding 
he becomes careful in certain situations because he cares for the organisation. Participant three 
do sometimes feel that he is both a manager and an entrepreneur because he is owner and CEO. 
He describes the CEO-spirit as something else than the entrepreneurial spirit and sometimes he 
gets the feeling that he should have had to clone himself to be as rational as possible. Participant 
three argues that rationality defines differently regarding which position you currently are 
active as. 
 
4.4	Participant	four	empirical	data	
Participant four is the founder, owner and CEO of the organisation MOM Events & 
Förarcoaching and today the organisation has 5 employees and had a turnover of 12mSEK 
which is rapidly growing. Participant four emphasizes a good team where everyone knows 
exactly what to do. He tries to make every fellowman to an entrepreneur which work with the 
organisation and develops the organisation, and not just for the fellowmen to work in the 
organisation as just an employee. Participant four works with strategic visions, goals and 
operation on daily business.  The interview was conducted 160420 and lasted 40min. Participant 
four empirical data is referred to Mikael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, Place: 
Ljungbyhed. 
 
When making decisions participant four base the long-term decisions on the aspect of how the 
decision could benefit the decision. However, smaller decision regarding the daily management 
tends to be based on certain feelings and what he would like to do. Participant four do prove 
the testability before realizing a decision affecting the long term. He gets an idea from a feeling 
and later he searches for information and facts to prove the testability. The methodology 
approaching decisions is varying depending on the size of the decision. When it is about a 
bigger and more complex decision participant four uses different sounding boards as much as 
possible to create a broader perspective of the situation. If it is regarding smaller decisions, then 
the organisation is very good at making fast and effective decisions.” Participant four describes 
himself as a rational decision maker because he has a great passion for his organisation. Often 
participant four has a certain feeling, the feeling is based on two factors: The first factor is about 
what he would want to do and the second factor is about if it is good ideas, and if it will develop 
the business. He tends to look at both these factors to make the best possible outcome of a 
certain decision.” 
 
Participant four do believe that it is the relatively fast decisions that are the most rational ones 
because the process of the slower decision gets to extended and costs too much for the 
organisation in the end. However, participant four do emphasize that faster decision may be 
better in smaller organisation compared to bigger ones. Participant four do argues that he would 
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not have managed to work for somebody else as a manager. It is because he has such a strong 
will to realize his own visions and goals. Participant four thinks that he gets affected by his 
external environment and different stakeholders in his surroundings. However, he does states 
that if someone is determined enough that person could possibly be the on affecting his/her 
environment. Further participant four argues that it is of greater importance to discuss with 
someone to get a broader point of view of the situation and even in some cases he argues that 
it is actually good to be told how to act or what to do. 
 
Regarding irrational decisions participant four argues that he might have done a few but in the 
end, all of them have turned out to be positive. When making an irrational decision regarding 
an organisation you are stuck with that decision and you must make that decision work. When 
the decision works, it could be seen as the rational way for the organisation. Further participant 
four do states that if he wouldn’t have had property holding of the firm he would not act in the 
same way as he does today. Because of that it is his own money that is on stakes he also has the 
freedom to do whatever he wants with the organisation whereas if he didn’t have property 
holding, he could not. Participant four states the importance of his external environment: “The 
most important thing is to have the best people around you that you possibly can and that 
everyone and each of them is working towards the same vision and goal.” 
 
4.5	Participant	five	empirical	data	
Participant five work as a coordinator of improvements and is in his professional roll defined 
as a manager. The work is very cross-functional and on different levels within the organisation. 
Participant five helps different departments with improvements and projects. Participant five is 
conducting a lot of different educations and strategy coaching mostly for the management-team 
but also for the rest of the factory.  “I work with everything regarding producing to how the 
organisation is thinking in terms of our machines and our coworker’s development to create the 
possibility to deliver out goods in the future. My work consists of a lot of strategy and planning 
and to help others make the big decisions.” Participant five is currently working at Oatly in 
Landskrona. Oatly has today 69 employees and a turnover of approximately 269,5 mSEK. The 
interview with participant five was conducted 28:th of April and lasted 42minuits. Participant 
five empirical data is referred to Andreas Wilander, Oatly AB, interview 160428, Place: 
Helsingborg. 
 
The manager, participant five, clarify that he base his decisions on facts and numbers, and that 
is also what the personality tests he have taken is describing him to do. However, he argues that 
the made decisions often depend on a current situation and there isn’t existing a standardized 
model to make decisions. Participant five do use different decision support as he and the 
organisation has developed and it is to eliminate as much of the gut-feeling as possible, the 
decisions made should all have proven testability. The methodology behind participant fives 
decision making is a method called “A3”, which is an approach originally from Toyota, but the 
method is a bit customized. The method can be summarized into the following steps: (1) 
background (2) current conditions (3) goals/targets (4) analysis (5) proposed countermeasures 
(6) plan (7) follow-up. Participant five describes himself as a successful decision maker because 
of the “A3” and his tip-management-team. He emphasizes the importance of having a good 
team and a good external environment.  
 
Participant five is not a fan of “hallway-decisions”, fast decision. Often they are not as 
substantiated as they need to be. Often there is not enough facts and information to prove the 
testability and therefor the decision often gets based on a feeling or believes. His experiences 
with quicker-decisions often ends up with that there is not enough information given to the 
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organisation, which in the long term means that there is actually no one within the organisation 
that knows why the decision was made final. Participant five describes himself as both an 
entrepreneur and a manager when asked, and it is because that his main working task is to work 
with improvements throughout the whole organisation. That means to be able and manage the 
fellowmen to improve themselves he needs to be and entrepreneur and supportive. He also need 
to be and manager against his top-management-team. Further participant five is arguing that 
the external environment is affecting the decisions and the decision-making process but he 
believes that it is mostly to other factors. Participant five argues that what affects the decisions 
and the decision-making process is mostly due to the experience and competences within the 
decision-making group. However, the decision making and its process is affected by the current 
state of the organisation. Participant five describes that his organisation is currently in a growth 
period and it makes the organisation as rational as possible in all their decisions because they 
want the growth to sustain. 
 
Regarding irrational decision participant five states that he has made some irrational decision 
and it is because he had to, in order to be rational in the long term. Sometimes it is necessary to 
have a learning-by-doing process and therefor the organisation should be able to make mistakes 
in order to learn from them and be better in the future. Even if participant five did know from 
the beginning how it something should work, he argues that sometimes it is not enough to just 
describing something and therefore a learning-by-doing process is necessary. If participant five 
would have had property holding in the organisation he states that he perhaps would act a little 
bit differently. He argues that he might would have been even more bitten by numbers and facts, 
to be sure that he makes the most rational and the best decisions possible. Participant five 
however do not think that he would change his decision-making process, but he might 
strengthen it. The finishing thoughts of participant five is that if a decision-maker is making 
decisions by feelings and believes, that person cannot be rational because if you are rational 
you evaluate and make the most rational decision that currently is possible. 
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5	Empirical	analysis.	
	
	
In this chapter the collected data will be presented and analyzed in two different parts. The first 
part will analyze the collected data sorted towards against each participating decision maker. 
The second part of the analysis will focus on a theoretical analysis. Chapter five aims to map 
the differences between the different decision maker’s entrepreneurs and manager, but also if 
their reality is different from the selected theories of this study. 
 
	
5.1	Empirical	Analysis	
Analysis 
Overall all the participating decision makers did in fact emphasize the importance of using 
information and facts to prove a decisions testability before making the decision final. However, 
the entrepreneurs of the study did separate themselves from the managers in terms of that if 
they had property holding of the firm they felt that they had the freedom to make decisions 
without proven testability. To give a few examples: 
 Participant one: 

“-As a manager I have always been constrained to base my decisions on facts 
(statistics) to prove a certain amount of testability. My ideas to a decision have 
sometimes been from outside the organisation, but to prove my point and the 
testability of the decision I had to look to the facts (statistics) within the firm. An 
idea could come from the outside of the organisation but it is realized within the 
organisation.” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 160411, Place: 
Helsingborg). 

Participant two: 
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“I believe that I base decisions on facts and numbers, but it is obviously reflecting 
the situation. Often when there is a need for something I tend to depend on my 
experience and my “gut-feeling” of where I should begin…I wish to think that 
through my “gut-feeling” I become rational in my decisions but I’m always looking 
at the aspect of survival for the organisation.” (Stefan Nilsson, Åsljungapallen AB, 
interview 160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. 

Participant four: 
“- In this business we base our long-term decisions on the benefit aspect and the 
aspect of how our business could possibly benefit… Some decisions are completely 
based on a feeling but when it comes to strategically decisions we will use 
information… Often we tend to see a need for something and then we later calculate 
and base the decision on information…” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 
160420, place: Ljungbyhed). 

The responses from all the participating decision makers do in fact confirm the fuzzy-trace 
theory by Reyna and Farley (2006) and Reyana and Rivers (2009). A decision could thereby be 
summarized to that it always starts off with a certain feeling, situation or current way of doing 
things. The decision-makers gets a feeling of that he or she would like to change something and 
to change it there is a need to prove the decisions testability to make sure that it will work. 
However, a few of the participating decision makers do speak about how easy it is to manipulate 
statistics, facts and information that they are using to prove a decisions testability. This process 
is not far from Dervins (1998) sense-making theory. Sense-making is an extraordinary 
influential perspective about the rules of decision-making in management. It thereby makes 
sense-making crucially depended on the realties that the decision-maker encounter and what 
realities the decision-makers chose to apply (Brown, Colville & Pye, 2015). 
 
Decision-making is for participant three seen as a democratic process where different 
stakeholders have a good chance to affect the firm but should prove their point and show that 
it in fact makes sense for the organisation (Brown, Colville & Pye, 2015). Mostly Participant 
three speaks of the top-management-team and that it is the top-management-team who makes 
all the strategically decisions and that it is his job as a CEO to make these decisions final within 
the organisation. The overall theme for all the participating decision-makers and their decision-
making is that conducted decisions must have proven testability’s. Participant five explains the 
situation good:  

“I base my decisions on facts and numbers… In the organisation we tend to look at 
decision depending on the current situation and with different decision supports we 
can exclude some of the “gut-feeling”. We are forcing ourselves to think more 
rational by using these different decision supports…We use decisions which 
demands involvement and different viewpoints from every person that is affected by 
the decision to make the decision as good as possible.” 

The explanation from participant five is somehow different in terms of that the organisation is 
using different decision supports to eliminate as much of the “feeling” as possible when making 
a decision. It confirms Reyna and Farley’s (2006) fuzzy-trace theory that it exists, but 
participant five and the organisation he is active within is trying to eliminate it because they do 
not think it is rational to make decision upon a reaction of feeling regarding a certain situation. 
However, participant five is emphasizing that it is in fact a reaction or feeling that creates the 
need for a change and a decision. The supposed decision needs to make sense for the beholders 
and the testability needs to be proven and if it makes sense for the majority the decision can be 
made final much as Dervin (1998) Weick (1969) Brown, Colville and Pey (2015) Pfeffer (1983) 
describes with sense-making theory. Participant five and participant one defined as managers 
has mostly the same point of view regarding sense-making whereas the entrepreneurs of the 
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study share their view but at the same time states that they are free to make decisions even 
without proven testability. 
 
The participating decision makers can therefor find inspiration to decisions from outside the 
organisation but to implement it within the organisation the participants needs to search 
information and prove the inspiration by facts. The participants speak about how they need to 
find the information and facts to prove that it will work for the organisation. When a decision 
is supposed to be made there is often some sort of methodology that is followed and for the 
participating decision-makers the methodology is similar towards each other a few examples:  
Participant one: 

“-…To summarize the process: (1) I’ve got an idea to make a routine better (2) 
search for information to (3) prove the testability, (4) action. The information 
search to prove the testability is for me: “damned lies” because it is easy to 
manipulate statistics and to prove your point.” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, 
interview 160411, Place: Helsingborg). 

Participant two: 
“I often follow some sort of structured methodology but foremost it’s a question of 
which kind of situation I’m currently in. You could conclude the methodology as: a 
decision is needed, based on the feeling that something could be made better… I 
believe that when I’ve defined a certain feeling it’s about using my expertise I’ve 
got throughout the years and search new information about the decision and that 
the situation is demanding.” (Stefan Nilsson, Åsljungapallen AB, interview 
160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. 

Participant four: 
“- …When it is about a bigger and more complex decision I’ll try to use different 
sounding boards as much as I can to create a broader perspective of the situation. 
If it is regarding smaller decisions, then we are very good on making fast and 
effective decisions.” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, place: 
Ljungbyhed). 

Participant five: 
“I follow “A3” which is an approach with it roots from Toyota… “A3” is comprises 
from a few steps. The steps can be (1) background (2) current conditions (3) 
goals/targets (4) analysis (5) proposed countermeasures (6) plan (7) follow-up.” 
(Andreas Wilander, Oatly, interview 160428, place: Helsingborg). 

 
All of the participants makes a framework regarding the decision-making process which 
implies, specific rules for the decision, resistance to framing, risk perception much like the 
theory of executive functioning whereas the entrepreneurs rely on their fluid knowledge to 
make the best possible decision (Missier, Mäntylä & De bruin, 2012) whereas the managers are 
humbler about the situation. But foremost when the participants speaks about how they make 
decisions they speak a lot about which situation they currently are in and how the decisions 
need to make sense for them in that moment. The most important thing when making a decision 
final is that it should make sense for the decision-maker and when it makes sense for the 
decision maker he or she trusts his expertise that it is the correct decision. However, the 
expertise can look a bit different between different decision-makers. In this study the expertise 
for the managers was to have constructed tools to make the decision and the process as rational 
as it can be. For the entrepreneurs, the expertise is mostly rooted within their knowledge and 
passion for their work, and the survival of the firm. (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; Brown, Colcille 
&Pye, 2015). The managers describes themselves as rational throughout the constructed tools 
and system they are currently using and the entrepreneurs describes their ability to be rational 
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by their expertise they have acquired throughout their career. All the entrepreneurs within the 
study have a strong will to win and don’t want to lose control over the organisation which might 
imply the reason for not constructing tools and ways of tackle decision because they all feel 
that every decision is one of a kind and needs different amounts of effort and fluid knowledge 
(Missier, Mäntylä & De bruin, 2012). The psychology of the entrepreneur thereby affects his 
or her ability to make rational decision because a strong will to win (Mcgrath, Mcillian & 
Scheinberg, 1992) and that the entrepreneur don’t want to lose the control. For an example the 
entrepreneur, participant four, feels that he has a need to prove people wrong when they tell 
him something is not possible. Whereas the manager is humbler about the situation and 
sometimes has given frameworks to follow from their organizations board. 
 
The approach to be a rational decision maker do differ between the different groups of 
entrepreneurs and managers. The mangers describe the ability to be rational to be rooted in 
being active within the organisation and down within the daily production processes. The 
entrepreneurs on the other hand describes the ability to be rational to be something they have 
acquired over time throughout their experiences and their passion for what they are doing. To 
give a few example: 
Participant one: 

“- … I’m down and close in the organisation so that I can create a feeling of the 
conditions, with other words: “I feel the condition”. My point of view is that I am 
not allowed to make decisions if I am not in the group. I am constantly looking for 
the right feeling and when I have the right feeling I turn my idea to a decision. Ideas 
can come from everywhere at any time…” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 
160411, Place: Helsingborg). 

Participant two: 
“- It is because my personal ability, my analytical ability” An astonishing ‘gut-
feeling’. I think that I have developed these abilities through the aspect of survival 
and my passion with a strong will to win. I believe that I listen and understands 
other people’s thoughts and ideas in a bigger picture than I and others can think 
of.” (Stefan Nilsson, Åsljungapallen AB, interview 160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. 

Participant three: 
“- I think that we are successful because of our fellowmen’s. We are always trying 
to get the fellowmen work with the business rather than they just see themselves in 
the process.” (Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus AB, interview 160418, Place: Örkelljunga) 

Participant four: 
“- I have a certain feeling for something and a will based on two factors: The first 
factor is about what I would want to do and the second factor is about if it is good 
and if it will develop our business. I tend to look at both these factors to make the 
best possible outcome of a certain decision.” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, 
interview 160420, place: Ljungbyhed). 

 
The managers of the study have partly the same view as one another as described above. There 
was however one of the entrepreneurs that separated himself from the other two entrepreneurs 
and it is participant three who rather emphasizes the fellowmen of the organisation than his own 
abilities to make rational decisions. 
 
Both the managers and the entrepreneurs believes that ideas of a decisions grow from a certain 
displayed situation within the organisation. The managers of the study emphasize to be a part 
of and be active within the processes otherwise they will not know the situation enough to react 
upon it. Whereas the entrepreneurs rely upon their expertise. It is the reaction from the process 
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and the group that makes creates the need for a decision. Therefore, it is a reaction of which 
starts the decision-making process (Reyna & Rivers, 2008). When the reaction is established 
the decision-makers can collect and present facts and information that emphasizes the decision 
needed to make sense of it. However, the managers felt that they could in fact select the 
information and angle it to their advantage to make the organisation selected their preferred 
direction, the managers said that it is in fact easy to make sense of a decision (Dervin, 1998) 
because it is easy to manipulate statistics. Weick (1995) said that sense-making is at a certain 
selected point, which could be bias for the decision and that is mostly how the managers feel 
about making sense of the decision to be made, and if someone would think about it makes 
perfect sense because as humans we will always be bias. Reyana and Rivers (2008) fuzzy-trace 
theory is partly confirmed by this study. The part regarding that a decision is created by a feeling 
is confirmed but the study suggest that in the reality all decisions has in one way or another on 
different scales have proven testability. Whereas the fuzzy-trace theory is saying that the 
decision is made and that the decision maker then later thinks about the decision. The latter part 
of the fuzzy-trace theory is thereby not confirmed by this study and participant five gives an 
example of it by using the constructed tool “A3”. The “A3” format as participant five describes 
works as a sort of executive functioning for the decision maker and the decision-making group, 
where it tries to map out the knowledge needed to make a rational decision and make sense of 
it (Missier, Mäntylä & De Bruinn, 2012; Kurtz & Snowden, 2003; Bolander & Sandberg, 2013). 
Participant five believes that he and the other decision-makers within the organisation Oatly 
becomes successful because of the “A3” and not because the make decisions upon feelings. 
 
The entrepreneurs of the study view themselves as rational decision makers a bit differently 
from the managers whereas the entrepreneur, participant three, is a bit different from the other 
entrepreneurs. Overall the main factor that makes the entrepreneurs rational in their decision-
making is because they argue that they are using their abilities they have acquired throughout 
their career. The entrepreneurs state that they are in fact listening much more on their 
environment that someone would think. They say that every decision is one of a kind and the 
different decisions needs different amounts of effort and fluid knowledge (Missier, Mäntylä & 
De bruin, 2012). The entrepreneurs all agree upon the importance of both external and internal 
stakeholder and how and to which extend they is affecting the firm and how rational they can 
be when making a decision. Both the manager and the entrepreneurs did talk about how a few 
good and rational decisions could affect the whole organisation to become more rational.  The 
entrepreneur separates themselves as a rational decision maker because they state that they 
listen to everyone within the organisation and give them the opportunity to affect the 
organisation and be a part of it. But at the same time the entrepreneurs are very clear and 
distinctive about that the final decision is always owned by the top-management-team and in 
this case the entrepreneur’s organisation. Whereas, the managers describe themselves as a part 
of the organisation and that they together with the organisation is making a rational decision.  
 
Further the entrepreneurs differ from the managers because they describe themselves with a 
strong will to win. And through their will to win they establish feeling that is following their 
vision, and it makes them a rational decision-maker. They know which direction they would 
like to go in the future. The majority of the entrepreneurs in the study spoke about how the 
survival aspect and that they don’t want to lose control of the organisation makes them a rational 
decision maker, in terms of that they are fighting for what they want to fight for, much like 
Carter and Evans (2012) and Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruinn (2012) statement of that often 
entrepreneurs has an over-optimism in themselves and could thereby accept a little bit more 
risk in order to do what they would want to do (Stewart Jr & Roth, 2001). As discussed above 
the participating managers of the study did act a bit humbler about their will to win and do what 
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they would want to do. All the managers argued that it is in fact very important to be a team 
player when it is needed because without property holding within the organisation they weren’t 
privilege of sometimes making the decisions as they would want to.  
 
 
Previous research is arguing that it is the relatively quick decisions that often are sees as rational 
(Fredricksson & Mitchell, 1984). However, most of the participants is arguing that’s not the 
case and the study could possibly thereby confirm that faster decisions maybe less rational. The 
participants stated the following: 
 Participant one: 

“- …In a situation where the overall tempo was high the situation demanded fast 
decision because a decision is better than no decision at all. Decisions that was 
made on fast terms demanded work even after the decision was made and we kept 
developing the decision and the terms of the decision. …When it was slower 
decisions the organisation expected that they already were finished when the 
decision was made because slow decision has a higher information base and you 
expect everything to be specified within the decision and you expect the decision to 
work directly….”(Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 160411, Place: 
Helsingborg). 

Participant two: 
“- If you generalize decisions it could possibly be that it is the fast decisions that is 
the most rational but in the long term I don’t believe that it is the fast decisions that 
is the most rational…fast decisions could be interpreted as rational in the terms of 
that there is something in the organisation that happens.” (Stefan Nilsson, 
Åsljungapallen AB, interview 160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. 

Participant three: 
“We have quick decisions often but I tend to see a bigger risk in quick decisions… 
It is possible that quick decisions are perceived as rational to greater extent than 
quick decisions actually are.” (Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus AB, interview 160418, 
Place: Örkelljunga) 

Participant four: 
“- I believe that it is the relatively fast decisions that are the better ones because 
often the slow decisions get extended and has a slow process… The benefit of being 
active within a smaller business is that it is easier to make fast decisions and be 
proactive.” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, place: Ljungbyhed). 

Participant five: 
“…I’m not a fan of hallway-decisions and sometimes the hallway-decisions are not 
as substantiated as the need to be. The hallway-decisions are substantiated in terms 
of that the people often not might have investigated and collected enough 
information and because of this in later situation it will be a communication 
problem where no one really know why the decision was made or where it came 
from.” (Andreas Wilander, Oatly, interview 160428, place: Helsingborg). 

The participants do not agree with (Fredricksson & Mitchell, 1984) research about quick 
decision being the most rational ones. However, the entrepreneur, participant four, do share 
(Fredricksson & Mitchell, 1984) point of view. Eisenhardt (1989) and Missier, Mäntylä and De 
Bruinn (2012) is arguing that it is in fact because of the decision-maker’s cognitive ability that 
defines if the decision-maker is able to make fast and rational decisions. However, participant 
four is differing a bit because he is arguing that why he is able to making fast and rational 
decision is because he is active within a “smaller” business where he don’t have to consider a 
lot of different people’s thoughts or ideas compared to the other decision makers of the study. 
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The other participant does argue that quick decision could be seen as rational just because there 
is a decision and that will make the organisation put itself on its toes. However, the 
entrepreneurs of the study did emphasize that sometimes it could be good to make quick 
decisions and they can be rational. The entrepreneurs were all comfortable making quick 
decisions because they all felt that they owned the abilities and the expertise to make quick 
decision, without the need of proving the testability of the decision. The mangers on the other 
hand felt that the testability always was needed to be proven and a quick decision for the 
manager would thereby be described as speeding up the decision-making process. This thereby 
confirms the theory, the psychology of the entrepreneur and that entrepreneurs could be over 
optimism because the entrepreneurs didn’t have to prove the testability (Carter & Evans, 2012; 
Simon, Hoighton & Aqunio, 2000). However, it could be argued that it could be because of 
property holding within the organisation because the managers main point of why they didn’t 
make quick decision where because they didn’t felt that they had enough mandate in order to 
do so. 
 
The entrepreneurs where all comfortable in making quick decisions and it could be argued that 
it is in fact because of property holding and not because of Donaldson and Prestons (1995); 
Smith, Mitchell and Mitchells (2009) risk taking propensity theory of that entrepreneurs are 
seeking risk. The study argues that the entrepreneurs is seen as they are seeking risk as Gregoire, 
Barr and Shepers (2010) is explaining, but in fact it is actually that because the final decision 
lies upon the entrepreneurs are also the ones responsible for the risk taking. But as written above 
it could be argued that it is because of property holding and not because of risk taking 
propensity. Most of the participants, both the entrepreneurs and the managers, argues that the 
quicker decisions demand further work because after a short while the made decision do not 
make sense anymore. The fast decision made sense when it was conducted and the reason why 
the decision doesn’t make any sense after a period is because the situation is now different than 
it was when the decision was made (Brown, Colville & Pye, 2015; Dervin, 1998; Weick, 1995). 
Therefore, most of the participants believes that it pays off to carefully seek information and 
validate the alternatives to make sure that it will work in the future and that the decision is 
rational. In the end, it could be summarized into that the quicker decisions are irrational because 
they might need to be changed and revised.  
 
When analyzing how the external and internal environment is affecting the decision 
makers there was no greater difference between entrepreneurs and managers. The 
participants feeling regarding external and internal environment are: 
Participant one: 

“- The external environment and the group demographic affects me a lot. I change 
my view after the framework of the organisation but I do not change my personal 
view of the situations. I will be a team player when it is demanded by me but I will 
never be defensive in my opinions…” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 
160411, Place: Helsingborg). 

Participant two: 
“- I would like to say NO, but I believe that it affects me more than I can think of. 
If you put it into a top-management-team perspective than I’m affected by others 
and their ideas and thoughts. The people and my surrounding do have the burden 
of prove themselves or the idea and that it will work…External parties, the board 
and the top-management-team have the possibility to affect the long-term goal. The 
long term goal is than later affecting all the ‘smaller’ decisions on the path towards 
the long term goal of the organisation.” (Stefan Nilsson, Åsljungapallen AB, 
interview 160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. 
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Participant three: 
“- I do not think that the external environment affects me a lot. I believe that we are 
very united in the top-management-team and we because of that follow our on 
will… Because we are really united in the top-management-team we tend to not be 
affected by the external environment in the long term.” (Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus 
AB, interview 160418, Place: Örkelljunga) 

Participant four: 
“- The external environment affects me and my view but I also think that if you are 
sufficiently determined of your will then it might be that it is you who convince your 
environment that it is the right way of doing something…”(Mickael Olsson, Mom-
events, interview 160420, place: Ljungbyhed). 

Participant five: 
“The external environment is probably affecting the process; we sometimes change 
the decision-making process but I don’t think it is because of the external 
environment… it is more depending on the experience and competences within the 
group and the group discussions is changing depending on the group dynamic…” 
(Andreas Wilander, Oatly, interview 160428, place: Helsingborg). 

 
Toshi and Slocum (1984) concluded that a decision-maker is greatly affected by its external 
environment which is somehow similar to the stakeholder theory with internal and external 
stakeholders which effect the organisation and their decision-makers (Bucar and Hisrich, 2001; 
Miles, 2012). The study did show that it is mostly the internal stakeholders that has the 
possibility to affect the decisions. The decision makers of the study argued that they are often 
not alone in bigger decisions. Often a top-management team could be involved within the 
process of making sense of a certain feeling or current situation that exists. The top-
management-team then make sense of it and implement it within the firm (Reyna & Farley, 
2006; Dervin 1998). As Bucar and Hisrich (2001) showed in their research that entrepreneurs 
because of property holding often is more emotionally attached to their organisation which is 
as the entrepreneurs within the study they all emphasized the importance of listening to external 
and internal stakeholder but at the same time they all made it clear that they would never go 
against their own will, as participant four said: “I also think that if you are sufficiently 
determined of your will then it might be that it is you who convince your environment that it is 
the right way of doing something…” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, place: 
Ljungbyhed). The entrepreneurs of the study all talked about the survival aspect of the 
organisation whereas the mangers talked about what the organisation wanted. Thereby the 
managers put the organisation before their own will. 
 
 
When the participating decision makers within this study is asked if they would act the same if 
they had or did not have property holding the answer is no. The ones, the managers, with 
currently no property holding said that they would make faster decisions and trust their own 
visions more if there would have property holding. Whereas the entrepreneurs with property 
holding said that they would lose their mandate to act on feelings. The interesting part of the 
participating decision makers with property holding, the entrepreneurs is that it does not 
confirms McGrath, Mcillian and Scheinbergs (1992) desire for autonomy. Overall the study did 
show the importance of that the affected stakeholders should have their saying and chance to 
give input in order to prove a decisions testability. It could be argued that if you include the 
affected stakeholders it is going to be easier to make sense of the decision and if it is rational 
Weick (1969) ;(1993). 
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Foremost the study did show that it is internal stakeholders that effects the decision makers the 
most, but also external stakeholders as Hasnas (1998) suggests. However, as Bucar and Hisrich 
(2001) showed, that entrepreneurs do not tend to want to sacrifice their ethical values, visions 
or goals this study showed the same. The entrepreneurs understand the importance of listening 
and discuss with different stakeholders to be able and create a broader perspective for 
themselves but they will not in the end sacrifice his ethical values, visions or goals if he isn’t to 
be proven wrong. And according to this study it is because of property holding, it is the 
entrepreneur’s money that is on stake and possibly also the reason that the entrepreneurs 
sometimes feel that maybe they can affect the stakeholders instead of them affect him. The 
study does confirm Hasnas (1988); Miles (2012) stakeholder theory. However, it is possible to 
separate the different stakeholders, internal and external stakeholders Miles (2012), by how 
much they are affecting the decision maker and it is also possible to say that stakeholder do 
affect entrepreneurs and managers in different amount. The participating decision maker’s 
states that it is the internal stakeholder on the site that has the possibility to affect the decision-
making process the most. 
 
An overall analysis would be that all participants describes the decision-making process similar. 
All the decision makers within this study do describe the root of a decision to arise from a 
certain situation or a feeling of that something within the organisation could be made better, 
much according to Reyna and Rivers (2008) fuzzy-trace theory. The main difference between 
the entrepreneurs and the managers in the study is however that the manger acquires the feeling 
by being active, close and down within the organizational processes. The study did show the 
need to motivate and prove the testability of every decision before making the decision final. 
The decision makers, the managers in the study, must make sense of an idea and motivate it 
and to prove its testability in the decision-making committee described by Bolander and 
Sandberg (2013) and by proving its testability it would make the committee see that the decision 
is rational (Weick 1995). The entrepreneurs on the other hand did not have to prove a decisions 
testability to anyone more than their selves. However, the study argues that it is in fact easy to 
prove a decisions testability because it is in fact easy to manipulate the facts and information to 
favor a certain decision (Dervin, 1998). Faster decision was according to this study most of the 
time seen as the more irrational ones because quick decision often would require more work 
after the decision is final in order to make it work for the organisation. The big difference of 
making sense of a decision between manager and entrepreneurs is that the managers needs to 
make sense according to the organizations vision, goals and values whereas the entrepreneurs 
with property holding could just go with what they would want to do themselves (Dervin, 1998; 
Weick, 1995; Brown, Colville & Pye, 2015). 
 
The study can conclude that the participating entrepreneurs and managers both agree upon that 
decision making is not the same for a manager as it is for an entrepreneur: “- The 
entrepreneurial spirit and the CEO spirit is not the same and don’t use the same principles. I 
feel that I need to clone myself sometimes to either take roll of an entrepreneur or a CEO. I feel 
that I can’t be both at the same time.” (Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus AB, interview 160418, Place: 
Örkelljunga). and at the same time the importance to understand how greatly internal and 
external stakeholders affect decision making. “-The most important thing is to have the best 
people around you that you possibly can and that everyone and each of them is working towards 
the same vision and goal.” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, place: 
Ljungbyhed). 

5.2	Theoretical	analysis	
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In the final analysis chapter, the theoretical framework will be analysis towards the collected 
empirical data. 
 
5.2.1	Decision	uncertainty	and	decision	complexity	

The theory decision uncertainty and decision complexity by Hambrick and Crozier, (1985); 
Mintzberg (1973) regarding entrepreneurs and managers and how their decision making is 
different according to that they are dealing with different kinds of decisions is interesting. This 
study does at some points confirms a few parts of that theory as for an example by Thompson 
(1967) that managers has easier access to information and facts. Thompson (1967) explains that 
entrepreneurs has limited access to information but the study showed that the participating 
entrepreneurs never felt that they had limited information. The study suggest that the 
entrepreneurs somehow could be described as a bit lazier because they have no one else to prove 
a decisions testability for rather, than just themselves. This implies that sometimes they do make 
decisions on little to no information but as the time goes they constantly are working on the 
decision and in the end the decision turns out to be rational even if it at some point was 
considering irrational. Regarding the factor of the entrepreneur’s property holding they can 
make decisions without proven testability. The entrepreneurs could therefore be described as 
over-optimistic (Gartner et al, 1992), to be more bias (Covin & Selvin 1991), risk-taking 
(Cartner & Evans, 2012) etc. But this study suggests that entrepreneurs in fact becomes more 
aware of the survival aspect and more often tends to make a decision less risker than a decision 
with higher risk and therefore not agree 100% with the theory the psychology of the 
entrepreneur by Evan and Carter (2012) 

 

5.2.2	Stakeholder	Theory	
As Miles (2012) and Weyer (1991) concludes the stakeholders could either be external or 
internal and all the participant in this study is all arguing that their external environment is 
affecting their point of view regarding decision making. But the consensus from the participants 
is that it is just a few different external factors or persons that affects their point of view. All 
the decision makers within this study confirmed that it is always good to have someone to 
discuss ideas and complex decisions with. Example: 
“- The most important thing is to have the best people around you that you possibly can and 
that everyone and each of them is working towards the same goal” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-
events, interview 160420, place: Ljungbyhed). 
 
Radaev (1994) concluded that the older the decision maker gets the less sensitive the decision 
maker will be of being affected by its stakeholders. And Radaev (1994) theory is correct 
according to the responses given by the decision makers participating in this study. The 
interesting thing is that Hasnas (1998) theory is not applicable. Hasnas (1998) theory suggest 
that the decision makers should run the organisation in terms of maximizing all the 
stakeholder’s interests. All the different participant in this study agreed upon that it is in fact 
the internal stakeholders that has the possibility to affect but in the end, it comes down to the 
organizations own visions and goals. Further Hasnas (1998) statement that entrepreneurs as 
decision makers do tend to not be as affected as managers of their external environment and its 
stakeholders is not proven by this study. Bucar and Hisrich (2001) theory that because of 
property holding the entrepreneurs will not as easily be affected by is external environment 
which is something participant four expresses and if he wouldn’t have had property holding he 
would change his own values as Becker (1977) describes. “- I would act differently if it wasn’t 
my money that is on the table and I know what I want, but I’m also thinking of the survival of 
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the firm” (Mickael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, place: Ljungbyhed). Participant 
one (a manager) has another view and is responding with that he will in fact be a team-player 
if it is demanded by him. “- The external environment and the group demographics affects me 
a lot. I’ll change my point of view according to the organizations framework but I do not change 
my personal view. I am a team player…” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, interview 160411, 
Place: Helsingborg). An interesting reflection is that participant four argues that he not just 
taking impressions from his environment but in fact also affects his external environment and 
can change their point of view. “- The external environment affects me but I also think that if 
you are sufficiently determined of your will it might be that you convince your external 
environment” (Mikael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, Place: Ljungbyhed). 
 
In conclusion, the stakeholder theory is relevant to be able and understand a decision maker 
and how the decision maker’s personal values, visions and goals can be affected by the external 
environment. The study showed that managers and entrepreneurs can share the same values but 
most of the time that’s not the case. Miles (2012) external and internal stakeholder is also central 
to understand to which extend the different stakeholders is affecting the decision maker. The 
interesting part is that the participants did all have a common view of that the external and 
internal affects but with different importance. The study showed that managers is to a greater 
extend affected by the stakeholders whereas the entrepreneurs clarifies that they are following 
their own will. According to the participants, both entrepreneurs and managers, it is in fact the 
internal stakeholder who can affect the organisation in greater terms.  
 
5.2.3	The	Psychology	of	the	Entrepreneur	
According to Carter and Evans (2012) the psychology of the entrepreneurs comprises of: desire 
for autonomy, risk-taking propensity, need for achievement, over-optimism and locus of 
control. Some of the participating decision-makers, the entrepreneurs and one manager, 
identifies themselves with Sexton and Bowmans (1985) desire for autonomy. And those 
participants are doing so because of a combination of property holding and desire for autonomy 
much according to McGrath, Millian and Scheinbers (1992) study where the entrepreneurs 
desire for autonomy to some extend comes from their property holding. Regarding property 
holding the entrepreneurs creates Smith, Mitchell and Mithcells (2009) risk-taking propensity. 
The conducted study did show that Stewart Jr and Roths (2011) theory that entrepreneurs and 
managers regarding risk-taking is not different. The decision makers within this study who had 
100 % property holding of their organisation where all emphasizing the need of their desire for 
autonomy because they were all thinking about the risks and in the long term the firm’s survival. 
 
Gregoire, Barr and Sheperds (2010) theory about that the entrepreneurs compared to managers 
tend to see possibilities instead of threats. This study supports that theory partly because of the 
case that the entrepreneurs all had a very strong vision and goal, and a strong need to accomplish 
their visions and goals. In the study, there was one entrepreneur whit lower desire for autonomy 
than the rest of the entrepreneurs. It was participant three. Participant three is part-owner (1/4) 
and he do have a strong will, vision and goal but because his partner-ownership he cannot 
overrule the other owners and he do understand the importance and benefit from a democratic 
decision-making process. “- We are four part owners and really democratic in our decision-
making process…” (Mats Olsson, Åsbo Hus AB, interview 160418, Place: Örkelljunga) 
 
It was just one of the participants who emphasized Carter and Evans (2012) theory of the need 
for achievement. The study did show that there was no difference between the decision makers 
entrepreneurs and managers. Both decision makers agreed upon the fact as described by Carter 
and Evans (2012) that in the end it is the profit and money who determines how successful they 
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are. There where however one of the participant who strongly identified himself with the theory 
need for achievement. It was participant four who though that he has a need to follow his will 
and his visions and goals because otherwise he would be happy. “- If I was supposed to be a 
manager I probably would have worked for somebody else in their organisation but that is 
something that will not work for me” (Mikael Olsson, Mom-events, interview 160420, Place: 
Ljungbyhed). 
 
Carter and Evans (2012) did discuss a lot about that entrepreneurs tend to be over-optimisms 
and that is something that some of the participant could emphasize. Much according to Simon, 
Hoighton and Aquino (2000), both of the participating entrepreneurs and managers had trust in 
their selves and that they are supposed to be successfully. It was mostly participant two and 
participant four that did emphasize a tendency to over-optimism. Participant two did believe 
that he is rational because: “I believe that I base my decisions on facts. Often I depend on my 
“gut-feeling” when I see a certain need within the organisation” (Stefan Nilsson, 
Åsljungapallen AB, interview 160415, Plase: Vemmentorp. The statement above is interesting 
in terms of that participant four explains his “gut-feeling” as something he acquires from 
constantly searching for information and knowledge. 
 
Carter and Evans (2012) factor locus of control is the factor that is the same for all the 
participating decision-makers. The part of Carter and Evans (2012) locus of control that is not 
correct is that it didn’t differ between entrepreneurs and managers. Both decision-makers did 
describe the reality to be that they can always affect the outcome by changing routines etc. It is 
thereby not specific for just entrepreneurs to have this characteristic.  
 
5.2.4	Executive	Functioning	
Missier, Mäntylä and De Bruinns (2012) theory of fluid knowledge is both something that all 
the decision-makers in this study can be identified with. There is however a slight difference 
between the different decision-maker’s entrepreneurs and managers. The managers who 
participated had to realize their own vision and goals within the organizations visions and goals. 
This made the entrepreneurs to constantly seek information and knowledge about decisions, 
whereas the entrepreneurs with property holding showed more self-optimism in terms of that 
they could change the organizations vision and goals. The entrepreneurs with property holding 
had the power to make a decision and where never questioned and could thereby make decisions 
without knowledge. The managers where always questioned and had to prove the testability of 
their decision before they could finalize the decision. 
 
The empirical data of the study did show that there was no particularly difference between how 
the decision-makers entrepreneurs and managers did attacked the decision-making process. All 
the participating decision-makers did use and analyzed all the executive functioning’s factors: 
resistance to framing, applying decision rules, consistency in risk perception, 
under/overconfidence, recognizing social norms and resistance to sunk costs. 
 
5.2.5	Sense-making	
The common consensus of Weick (1995) and Brown, Colville and Pye (2015) and Bolander 
and Sandberg (2013) that the decision-maker alternatively the top-management-team makes 
sense of a gap that is needed to be corrected by using knowledge and information. As Dervin 
(1998) emphasizes that sense-making does not in fact differ between knowledge and 
information and that sense is a combination of both is something al of the participants 
emphasizes. The most interesting response regarding sense-making within this study is that 
participant one said that it is very easy to make sense of something because it is easy to 
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manipulate I presented information supporting its testability. “… The search for information to 
prove a decisions testability is to me “dammed lies” because it is easy to manipulate statistics 
and to prove your point” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, Interview 160411, Place: Helsingborg). 
 
One confirmed difference between the entrepreneurs and managers within the study can be 
found. The difference is that the managers should follow the vision of their organisation while 
the entrepreneurs with 100 % property holding is following their own visions or can at least do 
as they would want to do. The analyzed decision-makers within this study do however follow 
Kurtz and Snowdens (2003) reasoning that the decision-maker will always be rational. All the 
decision-makers participating in this study did emphasize that they always tried to be as rational 
as they could, and in all cases they weren’t rational was because of lack of information or 
knowledge of the situation. Participant five did describe himself as irrational in some situations 
because he made decisions that in the moment is irrational but in the long term it made the 
organisation stronger, and according to Weick (1995) it is in fact a rational decision. All the 
participating decision-makers did confirm Dervin (1998) and Brown, Colville and Pyes (2015) 
argument that sense-making should be a process which consists of a few factors and the search 
for information a knowledge is one of the factors. 
5.2.6	Fuzzy-trace	Theory	
Reyna and Fairley (2006) and Reyana and Rivers (2008) fuzzy trace theory and how the 
decision-maker will approach a decision is emphasized by all the decision-makers within this 
study. However, the participants do not describe the reality to behave as Reyna and Farleys 
(2006) theory. The theory is saying that it is the decision-maker who acts upon a certain 
situation or feeling and make the decision according to that situation or feeling. The participants 
is emphasizing that it is in fact a certain situation or feeling that triggers them to react, but at 
the same time all of the participating decision-makers within this study is emphasizing the 
importance of searching information and prove the decisions testability.  “I always have had 
the view that it is important to be in the group and not someone above or besides the group. My 
point of view is that I’m not allowed to make decisions if I’m not in the group. I am constantly 
looking for the right feeling and when I have the right feeling I turn the idea to a decision based 
on that feeling and prove its testability to make it final” (Oscar Nilsson, BorgWarner, Interview 
160411, Place: Helsingborg). 
 
The interesting conclusion that is possible to make is that all the decision-makers within this 
study do tend to react upon situations or feelings in order to start a decision-making process. 
There is one point that don’t agrees with Reyna and Farleys (2006) reasoning and that is that 
the decision-makers within the study all had a need to prove to themselves or to their top-
management-team the testability of the decisions and that it will work now and in the long-term 
future. In the end, all the participating decision-makers follows Reyana and Rivers (2008) 
principle that the decision-maker choses the decision that makes the most logic in the moment 
when the decision is made final. With other words the decision-makers is seen as rational in the 
moment. 
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6	Conclusions	
 
The last chapter 6 conclusions will present the findings of this study. Further the last chapter 
will present my own thoughts regarding the subject and the study. The chapter 6.1 conclusions 
will later present the theoretical and practical implications and in the end, present suggestions 
on future research. 
 
	
I have in this study found that there is a difference between entrepreneurs and managers in 
SMEs with respect to their decision making. The decision-making process could be summarized 
into consisting of: (1) idea to make something better, (2) Search for information and knowledge, 
(3) prove the testability, (4) action. The conducted interviews and discussions have confirmed 
a few differences between how entrepreneurs and managers approach decisions. The 
characteristics of the two different decision maker’s entrepreneurs and managers is not 
sustainably different from another but the difference between the decision makers is depending 
on the current situation and their work definition. The managers within the study which were 
employed by the organisation emphasized the importance and the need to prove the decisions 
testability before acting. However, the entrepreneurs which had 100 % property holding of the 
firm did respond with sometimes they made decision upon feelings or their wish of doing 
something. The study showed that the entrepreneurs could make decision upon feelings because 
they were the owner of the firm whereas the managers always needed to prove their decision 
testability for the organisation. Managers could however perform decision upon feelings but 
chooses not to because they all felt like they didn’t have enough mandate within the 
organisation. 
 
The characteristics between the decision makers is not so different from another in terms of that 
decision makers most the time must prove a decisions testability before it is made final. The 
difference is however how they need to prove the testability. Most the entrepreneurs within this 
study did in fact state that they made decision upon their “gut-feeling”. When “gut-feeling” was 
described by the entrepreneurs, they all explained it as having a constant interest and that they 
were always searching for information and knowledge to increase their experience. The 
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entrepreneurs never stopped working even when they went home for the day. Because the 
entrepreneurs always search for knowledge and information and is constantly up to date it is 
easy for them to make quick decision which is also rational. They already have the knowledge, 
the information and the experience regarding the decision and how to react to be rational 
compared to the managers, which all felt like they needed start a decision-making process and 
search for the necessary information. The empirical findings show that it is internal 
organizational changes that could possibly affect the decision-making process, with other words 
it is internal stakeholders who got the ability to affect the decision making. The participants 
within this study did all emphasize substantiated decisions and did express uncertainty 
regarding quick decisions because it is easy to be too quick and it makes the process rather risky 
and can make the decision irrational in the long term. All participants of the study agreed upon 
that the quick decision all demanded more work after the decision was made final. It is further 
important per the participants to build a decision-making process regarding to the situation 
because there will never be a standardized model to tackle decisions. 
 
The main finding of this study is how the decision makers describes that decision-making 
process is mostly depending on the situation. Further how decision making and decision makers 
can by the fuzzy-trace theory, sense-making and the theory of property holding be understood. 
The managers and the entrepreneurs that did not have full ownership of the organisation 
couldn’t make decisions as the ones with 100 % ownership. The decision makers with 100 % 
ownership had the “advantage” that they never needed to motivate or prove the testability to 
anyone else but themselves, because in the end it is their money that’s on stake. It is further 
important to point out that all the participants did however agreed upon the importance of 
proving the testability of the decisions to all affected people in order to ensure that the 
organisation and its processes will continue to function in the long-term perspective. 
 
However, the reflection made from this study is that the decision makers with 100 % property 
holding tend to speak about and explain the situation as they make decision out of nowhere, per 
their feelings and wishes of doing something. I find this statement to not be true because if they 
only base decision on feelings the rationality of the decision could as easily be described as a 
lottery ticket. I believe that the decisions, these kind of decision makers do is well substantiated 
by information, knowledge and experience which the decision-makers do not realize. The study 
showed a pattern between the different decision maker’s entrepreneurs and manager and how 
they approach rational decisions. A rational decision is rooted within a feeling or a certain 
situation. The feeling could be described of that something could be made or done better within 
the organisation. When the decision-maker has been able to define the feeling the decision 
maker can start to make sense by searching for information and knowledge of the situation in 
order to prove the decisions testability. The main difference is however who the decision maker, 
because of property-holding, needs to prove the decisions testability to. The main conclusion 
and result of this study is therefor that rational decision’s testability always needs to be proven 
for the property holder(s), whoever it is of the firm, to be realized. 
 
6.1	Theoretical	and	Practical	Implications	
The theoretical implications acquired from this study is that rational decision making should be 
seen with a broader view than just a binary view of 1’s and 0’s, as it often does. A lot of the 
former research have been focusing on the decision maker’s abilities to make decisions and 
make fast decisions. To fully understand rational decision making, I find it thereby necessary 
to understand the theory of property holding and sense-making. However, the decision making 
is not per this study especially different between the two decision maker’s managers and 
entrepreneurs because of the factor, property holding. 
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The practical implications of these finding imply that the decision makers of today should 
understand how property holding affect themselves and other stakeholders regarding decision 
making and in which extend they are rational. Foremost the practical implications would be 
that the property-holder should in order to capitalize opportunities, motivate their fellowmen to 
act on feelings if they can prove that specific opportunity’s testability. It is therefore important 
for decision makers within organizations to understand the impact of property holding to make 
rational decisions. 
 
6.2	Future	Research	
The findings of this study emphasize the impact of property holding regarding decision-making 
within Swedish SME’s. It would be interesting to further study the decision makers within 
SME’s in a bigger perspective, and in a larger project to see if the same empirical findings will 
arise because this study only included 5 different decision-makers. Further a subject to research 
would be the theory of property holding and how it is correlated to decision-makers and in this 
case especially managers. 
 
It would be of further interest to make the same study in different markets and to study decision-
makers with different nationalities to see if there exist any differences. This thesis result implies 
that there is no greater difference between managers and entrepreneurs, I believe that these 
kinds of empirical findings will not arise in a different culture because of the underlying fact of 
general flat organizations within Sweden.  
 
6.3	Limitations	
This study has only been conducted with five different decision-makers and it is not certain that 
the same empirical findings would arise if the study would be conducted in a bigger perspective. 
Further this study has only been conducted on Swedish decision-makers whereas decision-
making could differ a lot between different nationalities. Because of the delimitation of only 
study SME’s within Sweden the results might have been different if the study would be 
conducted in a bigger perspective. Because of the limitations this study should be viewed 
carefully and the empirical findings should not be generalized for all decision-makers around 
the world.  
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Interview	Introduction	
Rationellt/Irrationellt	beslutsfattande	
	
Bakgrund	
Att	 vara	 rationell	 betyder	 att	med	hjälp	 av	 resonemang,	 logik	 och	 värdering	 jämföra	olika	
beslutsgrunder	för	att	välja	den	beslutsgrund	som	ger	bäst	avkastning.	Ett	rationellt	beslut	
definieras	som	följande:		

Beslutsfattandet	 återspeglar	 en	 önskan	 att	 göra	 det	 bästa	möjliga	 valet	 under	
rådande	omständigheter.	Sådan		avsedd	rationalitet	kännetecknas	av	ett	försök	
att	samla	nödvändig	information	för	att	bilda	en	uppfattning	om	olika	alternativ	
och	dess	förväntade	avkastning.	

	
Tidigare	forskning	
Ämnet	rationellt	beslutsfattande	är	omdebatterat	inom	företagsekonomisk	litteratur	men	det	
finns	idag	inte	någon	riktigt	definition	av	varför	beslutsfattare	i	olika	organisationer	ständigt	
klarar	av	att	utföra	rationella	beslut.	Tidigare	forskning	menar	på	att	människan	rent	biologiskt	
inte	är	skapt	för	att	fatta	rationella	beslut	inom	komplexa	finansiella	system	konstruerade	av	
människan.	För	att	exemplifiera:	vid	fysisk	aktivitet	har	människan	inga	problem	med	att	inse	
sina	begräsningar	som	att	hoppa	5	meter	långt,	det	är	inte	omöjligt	att	hoppa	5	meter	långt	
men	det	är	väldigt	svårt.	När	det	gäller,	av	människan	konstruerade	abstrakta	system,	som	till	
exempel	 ett	 komplext	 finansiellt	 system	 (olika	 typer	 av	 ekonomier	 och	marknader)	 så	 har	
människan	svårare	för	att	 inse	begränsningar.	Människan	har	svårt	att	definiera	 	sina	egna	
samt	det	abstrakta	systemets	begräsningar.	Ofta	tar	människan	för	givet	att	vi	är	kapabla	till	
att	skapa	system	som	perfekt	beskriver	verklighetenmed	det	är	det	är	motbevisat.	Ett	exempel	
är	aktiemarknaden.	
	
Syfte	
Genom	 personliga	 intervjuer	 med	 olika	 kategorier	 av	 beslutsfattare	 har	 det	 här	
exjobbet/undersökningen	målet	att	definiera	vad	det	är	som	gör	att	en	beslutsfattare	(ledare	
eller	 entreprenör)	 upprepande	 tar	 rationella	 beslut	 och	 vilka	 faktorer	 som	 gör	 att	 	 det	 är	
möjligt	 för	 beslutsfattaren	 att	 upprepande	 utföra	 rationella	 beslut.	 Förutom	 att	 beskriva	
beslutsfattarens	 bakomliggande	 mentalitet	 	 strävar	 exjobbet/undersökningen	 efter	 att	
beskriva	personliga	skillnader	mellan	olika	typer	av	beslutsfattare	gällande	processen	att	ta	
ett	rationellt	beslut	och	vad	det	är	som	gör	att	dessa	beslutsfattare	konstant	repeterande	tar	
rationella	beslut.	
	
Två	intervjufrågor,	exempel	

- På	vilken	information	och	faktorer	etc.	baserar	ni	beslut	på?	
- Följer	ni	någon	form	av	metodik	när	ni	ska	fatta	beslut?	
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Interview	framework	

- Describe	shortly	your	role	in	the	organisation,	do	you	identify	yourself	as	an	
entrepreneur	or	a	manager?	

	
- On	what	kind	of	information	or	factors	etc.	do	you	base	a	decision	on?	

o Do	you	base	decisions	on	facts	and	numbers?	

- Do	you	follow	some	sort	of	methodology	when	you	are	approaching	a	decision?	

- Does	the	external	environment	affect	your	view	of	the	decision	process	and	in	the	

end	your	decisions?	

o Have	 you	 ever	 felt	 the	 organisation	 to	 be	more	 rational	 depending	 on	 the	

culture?		

- Do	you	think	that	you	would	act	differently	or	change	your	decision-making	process	

and	in	the	end	the	decision	depending	on	how	emotionally	attached	you	are	to	the	

firm?	

- The	recent	research	concludes	that	it	is	the	relatively	fast	decisions	that	are	most	

rational.		

o Do	you	believe	that	it	is	the	fast	decisions	that	are	the	most	rational?		

o Do	you	think	you	are	good	at	taking	the	relatively	fast	decision?	

o (IF)Why	do	you	think	that	it	is	the	relatively	fast	decisions	that	are	the	most	

rational	decisions?	

- Why	do	you	think	that	you	are	successful	as	a	decision-maker,	and	what	gives	you	

the	ability	to	make	rational	decisions?	

- On	which	terms	do	you	differ	yourself	from	either	an	entrepreneur	or	a	manager	

regarding	the	decision-making	process	and	decision-making?	

- Have	you	ever	made	a	decision	where	you	know	that	the	outcome	or	the	dividend	

was	not	the	most	rational	outcome?	

o Why	did	you	make	that	decision?		

o Was	the	decision	rational	for	you?	
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Participant	one	empirical	data	
	

- Beskriv kort din roll inom organisationen, ser du dig själv som en entreprenör 
eller chef/ledare? 

Gruppchef för produktionskvalitet. Chef över 6st personer (kvalitetstekniker)Identifierade sig 
som en ledare. Få alla till att arbeta på samma sätt, säkerställa rutinerà process dicipline. 
Mer fri tyglar en BorgWarner. Ägande till det man gjorde. Så länge inom företagets mål 
kunde göra förändringar i rutiner och i policys. 
	

På vilken information och faktorer etc. 
baserar ni beslut på? 
 
Fakta och siffror? 

- ” Har varit tvungen att basera beslut på 
fakta och bevisa utgången. Baseras 
Statistik, bara statistik från företaget. 
Idéer kan komma utifrån, med hjälp av 
fakta kan iden realiseras..” 

Följer ni någon form av metodik när ni ska 
fatta beslut? 

- ” Hade mycket att göra på Nibe och 
hade inte tid att tänkte. Fick en ide om 
en ny metod för att göra jobbet lättare, 
sedan informations sökning för att 
bevisa att den fungerar(förbannad lögn) 
sedan utförande. Utom när det gäller 
avancerad problemlösning.” 

Varför tror ni att ni lyckas med dem beslut 
som ni tagit och vad är det som gör att ni 
fortfarande fortsätter att ta rationella beslut? 

- ” Genom att vara nära och i processen, 
känner till förutsättningingarna. Se 
gruppen och vara en i gruppen. 
Uppfattar det som att han inte kan ta 
beslut om han inte är i gruppen eller 
organisationen. Letar efter rätt känsla 
för att sedan basera ett beslut på den, 
idéer kan komma från allt. Ofta kommer 
idéer från specifika sammanhang, något 
känns bra.”  

Forskningen säger att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som får den mest rationella 
utgången och den högsta avkastningen. 
Tycker ni att det är så angående snabba 
beslut?  
 
(OM?) Vad är det som gör att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som blir rationella? 

- ” Beroende på vilken roll i Nibe. I en 
roll med högt tempo krävdes det snabba 
beslut, var tvungen till det. Beslut som 
man tog snabbt fortsatte man jobba med 
även efter att beslutet var tagit 
uppföljning. Dem långsamma 
förväntade man sig skulle fungera direkt 
och man uppföljde inte dem i senare 
skede. Mycket högre informationsbasis 
och allt skulle vara specificerat i dem 
långsamma. Tar man inga beslut så 
händer inget, bättre att ta ett beslut och 
jobba med det.” 

- ”Tror att snabba fungerar till 40% och 
tror att dem fungerar på grund av att 
det är något som händer i 
organisationen. Tror att snabba beslut 
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kan missuppfattas som bra på grund av 
att det händer något.” 

PÅ vilket eller vilka sätt skiljer ni dig från en 
entreprenör eller chef/ledare angående 
beslutsprocessen? 

- ” Är förvaltande istället för nytänkande. 

Påverkar externa faktorer er syn på 
beslutsprocessen? 
 
Hur påverkas beslutsprocessen av dem uppsatta 
reglerna? 
 
Påverkas beslutprocessen av hur demografin ser 
ut i ledningsgruppen? 
 
Har ni upplevt er själv som mer rationell 
beroende på den aktuella företagskulturen?  
Stora externa händelser som kan påverka? 

- ” Påverkar väldigt mycket, Förändrar 
synen efter reglerna. Förändrar inte sin 
åsikt på grund av regeländring 
motiverar sin sak. Blir medspelare men 
inte defensiv i sin åsikt.” 

- ” Ledningsgruppen påverkar 
beslutseffektivitet. Påverkar 
gruppklimatet. Kön påverkar 
gruppdynamiken mycket och kreativitet 
och idéer och mode som gruppen är i.” 

- ” Påverkas strakt av gruppen men trillar 
inte ner i ett avslappnat mode men 
beslutsprocessen följer 
gruppdynamiken.” 

- ” Följde organisationens mål i beslut 
och inriktade sig på deras linje, 
organisationen blev mer ineffektiv än 
vad det kunder varit. Det var tillräckligt 
bra i en sparsituation.”  

Förändrar ni ert förhållande till  hur ni tar 
beslut i förhållande till hur emotionellt 
knuten ni är till organisationen? 

- ” Hade tagit beslut på annorlunda sätt. 
Men hävdar att det inte spelar någon 
roll.” 

Har ni någon gång medvetet tagit ett beslut 
där att utgången/utdelningen inte var det 
mest rationella alternativet till en början, 
men det sedan visade sig bli det mest 
rationella valet? 
 
Varför tog ni det beslutet fast att ni viste att det 
inte var det mest rationella? 

- ” Gått mot sina egna värderingar på 
Nibe i beslutsfattande och därför som 
han slutade för värderingar stämde inte 
med sina egna. Uppfattar det som att 
han fick fatta beslut som inte var 
rationella för honom.”  

- ” Fit-in eller get out på Nibe. Följer det 
satta ramverket.” 

Sammanfattande tankar - ” Presentationen av rationellt stämmer 
inte överens. Ett rationellt beslut är ett 
besluts som fattas och förändra något. 
Ta den enkla vägen.” 
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Participant	two	empirical	data	
	

- Beskriv kort din roll inom organisationen, ser du dig själv som en entreprenör 
eller chef/ledare? 

VD och ägare Åsljungapallen AB. 
	

På vilken information och faktorer etc. 
baserar ni beslut på? 
 
Fakta och siffror? 

- ”Jag tror att jag tar beslut på fakta och 
siffror, men det är givetvis en fråga om 
situation, ofta behövs något och då ser 
jag till min erfarenhet och ”magkänsla” 
var jag ska börja.  Efter att jag börjat se 
vilken riktning jag skall gå är det en 
fråga om informations sökning och 
bevisning av att alternativet beslutet 
kommer fungera efter de specifikationer 
som jag önskar. Genom min magkänsla 
vill jag tro att jag är rationell i mina 
beslut men jag ser också till 
överlevnadsaspekten av 
organisationen.” 

Följer ni någon form av metodik när ni ska 
fatta beslut? 

- ”Ja det gör jag oftast, det är också 
beroende på vilken typ av situation jag 
befinner mig i. Man skulle kunna 
sammanfatta processen som att ett 
beslut skall tas på grund av en känsla av 
att något kan göras bättre. Efter det 
handlar det om informationssökning och 
värdering av valen.” 

Varför tror ni att ni lyckas med dem beslut 
som ni tagit och vad är det som gör att ni 
fortfarande fortsätter att ta rationella beslut? 

- ”På grund av min personliga förmåga, 
en analytisk förmåga. ”En väldigt bra 
magkänsla”. Har utvecklat mina 
kunskaper genom en 
överlevnadsinstinkt och ett brinnande 
intresse med en fantastiskt stark 
vinnarvilja. Jag tror att jag lyssnar 
mycket och tar in människors tankar och 
idéer i större utsträckning än vad jag 
själv och andra tror.”  

Forskningen säger att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som får den mest rationella 
utgången och den högsta avkastningen. 
Tycker ni att det är så angående snabba 
beslut?  
 
(OM?) Vad är det som gör att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som blir rationella? 

- ”Det kan vara så om man generaliserar 
beslut men jag tror inte i ett långsiktigt 
perspektiv att det är de snabba beslutet 
som är rationella. De snabba besluten 
kan jag tänka mig att de uppfattas som 
rationella i den aspekten att det är något 
som händer i organisationen och dem 
flesta i organisationen ställer sig lite på 
tårna.” 

PÅ vilket eller vilka sätt skiljer ni dig från en 
entreprenör eller chef/ledare angående 
beslutsprocessen? 

- ”Jag kan ta snabba beslut utan fakta och 
behöver inte förklara mina beslut utan 
jag kan köra på min magkänsla.” 

Påverkar externa faktorer er syn på 
beslutsprocessen? 

- ”Jag vill svara nej, men jag tror att det 
påverkar mig i en mycket större 
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Hur påverkas beslutsprocessen av dem uppsatta 
reglerna? 
 
Påverkas beslutprocessen av hur demografin ser 
ut i ledningsgruppen? 
 
Har ni upplevt er själv som mer rationell 
beroende på den aktuella företagskulturen?  
Stora externa händelser som kan påverka? 

utsträckning än vad jag tror. Ser man det 
utifrån ledningsgruppsperspektiv så 
påverkas jag av andar idéer och tankar 
men dem personerna och omgivning 
som jag tar intryck av har en bevisbörda 
och visa att deras tanke eller ide 
fungerar. Om externa händelser 
alternativ omgivning ställer specifika 
krav på organisationen så förändras och 
processerna efter dessa krav. Externa 
parter, styrelse och ledningsgrupp kan 
påverka det långsiktiga målet sedan är 
det färgas alla dem ”mindre” besluten av 
det långsiktiga målet alternativt 
visionen. Organisationen strävar efter ett 
gemensamt mål.” 

Förändrar ni ert förhållande till  hur ni tar 
beslut i förhållande till hur emotionellt 
knuten ni är till organisationen? 

- ”Jag hade inte agerat på samma sätt som 
jag gör idag om jag inte hade varit 
ägande till organisationen. Jag hade 
förmodligen inte fått göra det jag vill, 
jag hade nog inte fått även fast jag vill.” 

Har ni någon gång medvetet tagit ett beslut 
där att utgången/utdelningen inte var det 
mest rationella alternativet till en början, 
men det sedan visade sig bli det mest 
rationella valet? 
 
Varför tog ni det beslutet fast att ni viste att det 
inte var det mest rationella? 

- ”Ja jag har fått ta beslut som jag inte 
ansåg vara bra. Jag vill poängtera att det 
inte är så enkelt som frågan beskriver. 
Ibland kan det finnas situationer där inte 
något av alternativen är särskilt bra och 
då kommer utfallet bli irrationellt hur 
jag än agerar. Jag har fattat dessa typer 
av beslut för att det finns inget annat 
alternativ. Det beslut som jag då tog var 
det mest rationella av alternativen.” 
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Participant	three	empirical	data	
	

- Beskriv kort din roll inom organisationen, ser du dig själv som en entreprenör 
eller chef/ledare? 

 
Vd och delägare. 
 
VD och delägare på Åsbo Hus AB. Yrkesrollen har förändrats från starten på Åsbo Hus AB. 
Började arbeta i produktion men allt eftersom har det svängt över mer till rollen som VD och 
är inte i någon större utsträckning aktiv i produktionsprocessen idag. Ca 80 procent går åt att 
driva företaget idag, resterande 20 gå att spendera i produktionsprocessen. Ser sig som en 
entreprenör, men går i takt med den beskrivna utveckling går det allt mer mot att vara en 
ledare. 
	

På vilken information och faktorer etc. 
baserar ni beslut på? 
 

 

- “Vi är demokratiska och dessutom fyra 
delägare vilket gör att alla beslut måste 
bevisas fungera genom fakta. Gäller det 
frågor rörande ägarskapet sätter vi oss 
I ett möte och diskuterar demokratiskt 
där alla får göra sin röst hörd och vi 
röstar om besluten. Vi anser att 
majoriteten bör bestämma. 

- Vi involverar hela organisationen och 
var 14:e dag har vi ett riktigt möte där 
alla får lov att göra sin röst hörd och 
där kan vi få nya idéer. När det finns en 
idé gäller det att finna information och 
fakta. 
Rätt folk på rätt plats ser till att finna 
info och rätt fakta. Beslutet ligger hos 
företagsledningen. Involverar dem på 
golven.” 

Följer ni någon form av metodik när ni ska 
fatta beslut? 
 

- ”Kommer en idé från golvet handlar det 
om att kartlägga alla faktorer och 
undersöka om idén kan fungera. Om 
idén istället kommer uppifrån är det 
väldigt viktigt att den förankras i 
organisationen och de medarbetare  
som är direkt berörda av förändringen 
skall få vara med och säga sitt, för 
annars kommer det inte att fungera. Jag 
tycker att vi på ett bra sätt involverar 
våra medarbetare men i slutet ligger 
beslutet hos företagsledningen.” 

 
Varför tror ni att ni lyckas med dem beslut 
som ni tagit och vad är det som gör att ni 
fortsätter att ta rationella beslut? 
 

- ”Jag tror att vi lyckas på grund av vår 
Personal. Vi försöker få personalen att 
jobba med företaget istället för bara se 
sig själva i processen.  

- Vi tog en del bra beslut under en 
tidsperiod t.ex. när vi bestämde att vi 
skulle bygga den nya 
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produktionslokalen vilket har utvecklat 
produktionsprocessen och gjort oss mer 
rationella. Vi lyckas med våra beslut då 
vi har bra personal och ledning som 
förstår vad kunden vill ha för det är 
ytterst viktigt att följa kundens 
önskemål.” 

Forskningen säger att det är de relativt 
snabba besluten som får den mest rationella 
utgången Tycker ni att det är så angående 
snabba beslut? 

- ”Vi har snabba beslut ofta men jag ser 
en risk I snabba beslut. I ett stort 
företag kan snabba beslut vara 
rationella på ett annat sätt. Det är 
möjligt att snabba beslut uppfattas som 
rationella i större utsträckning än vad 
dem faktiskt är.” 
  

På vilket eller vilka sätt skiljer ni er från en 
entreprenör eller chef/ledare angående 
beslutsprocessen? 
 

- ”För att ge ett typexempel så är en 
typisk entreprenör t.ex.  Bert Karlsson. 
Där finns en speciell anda i en 
entreprenör till skillnad från en ledare. 
Andan är att man förstår vad folk vill 
ha. En fallenhet att kunna förstå vad 
kunden vill ha och vad de ser som 
värdefullt. Det betyder att jag behöver 
inte tycka om kundens preferenser men 
det är heller aldrig jobbigt att gå emot 
sina egna preferenser.” 

Påverkar externa faktorer er syn på 
beslutsprocessen? 

- ”Tycker inte att den externa miljön 
speciellt mycket. Jag tycker att vi är  
eniga I ägargruppen och vi kör därför 
efter vår egen vilja. Det är alltid bra 
med lobbyverksamhet från externa 
parter för att få nya idéer och tankar. 
På grund av att vi är väldigt eniga och 
samspelta I ledningsgruppen  tar vi 
därför inte avtryck från externa miljön i 
någon större utsträckningen.” 

Förändrar ni ert förhållande till  hur ni tar 
beslut i förhållande till hur emotionellt 
knuten ni är till organisationen? 
 

- ”Starkt band till organisationen gör att 
man är lite försiktigt i en del situationer. 
I goda tider så växer vi inte så fort som 
vi kunde gjort och det är för att vi vet att 
det kommer svänga och bli lite sämre 
tider och därför blir vi försiktiga för att 
kunna möte dem lite sämre tiderna på 
bästa sätt. Vi värnar om vår 
organisation och vill se den fortsätta 
utvecklas.” 

 
Har ni någon gång medvetet tagit ett beslut 
där att utgången/utdelningen inte var det 
mest rationella alternativet? 
 

- ”Ja det har vi gjort. Vi har tagit beslut 
om investeringar rörande 
produktionsprocessen utan att rådfråga 
dem som skall ha nytta av investeringen. 
För att ge ett exempel: en gång köpte vi 
ett vändarbord och tyckte att det skulle 
förenkla processen men vi förstod inte 
situationen och fattades då resten av 
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processen. Vi trodde att vi gjorde något 
bra men det vi skulle gjort var att 
rådfråga dem personerna som faktiskt 
skulle använda investeringen och få 
deras syn på idén. Vi samlade inte 
tillräckligt med information för att ta 
det mest rationella beslutet. Det är 
väldigt viktigt att prata med 
medarbetarna och se vad dem tycker om 
en idé.” 
 

Sammanfattande tankar - ”Entreprenörs andan och VD andan är 
inte riktigt samma princip. Jag känner 
att jag får lite klona mig själv för att 
antigen ta rollen som en entreprenör 
eller en VD.” 
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Participant	four	empirical	data	

- Beskriv kort din roll inom organisationen, ser du dig själv som en entreprenör 
eller chef/ledare? 

Jag ser mig som en Entreprenör för att det finns bättre ledare och chefer, det viktiga för oss 
och mig är att teamet fungerar. Idag är vi fem personer och när vi behöver hitta fler 
medarbetare är det viktiga att vi har ett bra team och där alla vet vad dem skall göra. Jag 
försöker göra entreprenörer av alla medarbetare så att dem jobbar med organisationen. 
	

 
På vilken information och faktorer etc. 
baserar ni beslut på? 

- ”I den är verksamheten baserar vi 
långsiktiga beslut på nytto-sidan och så 
tittar vi på hur vi får vår verksamhet att 
utvecklas med dem besluten. En del 
beslut tar vi enbart på känsla men när 
det gäller strategiska beslut använder vi 
oss av information och ser efter behovet 
som finns. Ofta ser vi ett behov som vi 
sedan kan kalkylera och basera beslut 
på. Känslan som talar om vad vi ska 
göra och vilka beslut vi skall ta är en 
mix av marknadsföring kontra det sunda 
förnuftet med en ekonomisk känsla.” 

 
Följer ni någon form av metodik när ni ska 
fatta beslut? 
 

- ”Ja det gör vi men det är beroende efter 
situation och storleken på beslutet. När 
det är större och mer komplexa beslut 
försöker jag använda mig av mina 
bollplank så mycket som möjligt för att 
få en bredare bild av situationen. Är det 
mindre beslut är vi väldigt bra på att ta 
snabba beslut.” 

 
Varför tror ni att ni lyckas med dem beslut 
som ni tagit och vad är det som gör att ni 
fortfarande fortsätter att ta rationella beslut? 
 

- ”Jag har en känsla och vilja och det är 
på grund av två faktorer: Den en 
faktorn är vad jag vill göra och den 
andra är vad som är bra för 
verksamheten och jag ser till båda för 
att göra det bästa möjliga av 
situationen.” 

 
Forskningen säger att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som får den mest rationella 
utgången och den högsta avkastningen. 
Tycker ni att det är så angående snabba 
beslut?  

 

- ”Ja jag tycker att dem snabba besluten 
är bättre för att ofta får dem utdragna 
besluten ofta en för lång process och det 
blir kostsamt. Fördelen men ett litet 
bolag är att man kan ta snabba beslut 
och vara proaktiv.” 

 
På vilket eller vilka sätt skiljer ni er från en 
entreprenör eller chef/ledare angående 
beslutsprocessen? 
 

- ”Om jag varit en manager hade jag nog 
jobbat för någon i en annan 
organisation men det är inget som 
fungerar för mig. Jag har en riktigt 
stark vinnarvilja och när jag ser min 
vision och att det möjligt handlar det 
bara om hur jag skall genomföra det. 
Om det finns negativa tankar från min 
omgivning till den vision jag har vill jag 
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överbevisa att det fungerar. För att ge 
ett exempel var det många som sa att 
det jag gör idag aldrig skulle fungera 
men idag omsätter vi 12milj.” 

 
Påverkar externa faktorer er syn på 
beslutsprocessen? 

- ”Den externa miljön påverkar och sen 
tror jag att om du är tillräckligt bestämd 
över något och säker på din vilja kan 
det vara så att det är du som övertalar 
din externa miljö över att det är rätt. 
Men om det finns funderingar över 
något är det ofta bra att diskutera det 
med någon och även i vissa fall bli 
tillsagd om vad man skall göra, ibland 
behövs det hjälp för att ta ett så bra 
beslut som möjligt.” 

 
Förändrar ni ert förhållande till  hur ni tar 
beslut i förhållande till hur emotionellt 
knuten ni är till organisationen? 
 

- ”Ja det gör jag för det är mina pengar 
som står på spel och jag tänker på en 
överlevnadsprincip och jag tror att en 
person tar annorlunda beslut i 
förhållande till hur ägande man är.” 

 
Har ni någon gång medvetet tagit ett beslut 
där att utgången/utdelningen inte var det 
mest rationella alternativet till en början, 
men det sedan visade sig bli det mest 
rationella valet? 
 

- ”Ja det har jag gjort och ett konkret 
exempel är när jag genomförde min 
första anställning. Det kostade betydligt 
mer och blev dyrare än vad jag först 
hade tänkt mig men det var var helt rätt 
beslut trots att det var dyrt i stunden.” 

Sammanfattning - ”Det viktigaste är att ha rätt folk runt 
omkring sig och att alla jobbar 
tillsammans mot samma vision och 
mål.” 
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Participant	five	empirical	data	

- Beskriv kort din roll inom organisationen, ser du dig själv som en entreprenör 
eller chef/ledare? 

Förbättringskoordinater på Oatly och jobbar väldigt tvärfunktionellt och på olika nivåer på 
företaget och jag hjälper olika avledningar med förbättringar och projekt. Jag utför mycket 
utbildningar och strategicoaching för ledningsgruppen och även fabriken. Jag arbetar men allt 
från att producera till att hur vi tänker angående våra maskiner och medarbetares utveckling 
för att vi och vår organisation ska kunna leverera om 5 år. Mitt arbete består mycket av 
strategiarbete och att hjälpa andra som fattar beslut. 
	

 
På vilken information och faktorer etc. 
baserar ni beslut på? 
 

Fakta och siffror? 
 

- Jag baserar mina beslut på fakta och 
siffror och det säger dessutom mina 
personlighetstester som jag gjort att jag 
gör. Men i verksamheten ser vi en hel 
del efter situationen och sedan plockar 
vi bort e del magkänslan genom att 
använda olika beslutsunderlag. Vi 
tvingar oss själva att tänka mer rationellt 
genom att använda dessa 
beslutsunderlag. Ofta är det inte bara en 
person som tar beslut. Vi använder 
beslut med involvering för att få allas 
synpunkter och göra ett så bra beslut 
som möjligt. 

 
Följer ni någon form av metodik när ni ska 
fatta beslut? 
 

- Jag följer A3 vilket är ett 
tillvägagångsätt framtaget av Toyota. 
Formatet kan se lite olika ut men 
helheten är den samma. A3, består av 
olika steg när vi angriper ett problem. 
Stegen kan vara (1) Bakgrund (2) 
Nuvarande förhållande (3) Målbild (4) 
Analys (5) Förslagen åtgärd (6) 
Planering (7) Uppföljning. 

 
Varför tror ni att ni lyckas med dem beslut 
som ni tagit och vad är det som gör att ni 
fortfarande fortsätter att ta rationella beslut? 
 

- Jag vill säga att det är till viss del på 
grund av A3 men vi har inte använt A3 
speciellt länge så jag tror heller inte att 
det är hela svaret. A3 har hjälpt till i 
beslutprocessen men att det har gått bra 
handlar nog också om tur och att vi har 
haft bra medarbetare inne med mycket 
kompetens och erfarenheter men även 
mag-känsla. Vi befinner oss just nu i en 
tillväxtperiod med väldigt hög 
tillväxttakt och den präglas av rationella 
beslut för att behålla vår tillväxttakt. 
 
 

 
Forskningen säger att det är dem relativt 
snabba besluten som får den mest rationella 
utgången och den högsta avkastningen. 

- Det kan vara så att dem snabbare 
besluten är mer rationella om 
beslutsprocessen överarbetas. Jag är 
inget fan av korridorsbeslut och ibland 
är korridorsbesluten inte riktigt så 
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Tycker ni att det är så angående snabba 
beslut?  

 

underbyggda som behövs. 
Korridorsbeslut är underbyggda i den 
meningen att personerna ofta kanske 
inte undersökt och samlat in tillräckligt 
med information på grund av att där är 
för få involverade i processen och det 
blir då senare ett 
kommunikationsproblem där ingen 
riktigt vet varför eller vad beslutet 
kommer ifrån. 

- Vi har morgonmöten i produktion och 
lager med ett övergripande perspektiv 
där jag med ledningsgruppen fångar upp 
ärenden som inte blev lösta på plats. 
Ärendena som inte kunde lösas på plats 
eskaleras uppåt i organisationen till dess 
att ärendet är löst. I dessa sammanhang 
tas många beslut och snabbt och dessa 
beslut blir oftast bra. 

 
PÅ vilket eller vilka sätt skiljer ni er från en 
entreprenör eller chef/ledare angående 
beslutsprocessen? 
 

- Jag ser mig själv som både en 
entreprenör och en manager. Jag är båda 
kategorierna på grund av att mitt jobb är 
ett utarbetat system där jag jobbar med 
förbättringar och i det arbetet måste jag 
vara entreprenör. Jag måste vara 
entreprenör för att klara av mitt jobb att 
driva andra och förbättra men för att 
utföra mitt jobb behöver jag också vara 
en manager mot mina chefer. 

 
Påverkar externa faktorer er syn på 
beslutsprocessen? 
 

 

- Externa faktorer påverkar nog säkert, vi 
kan variera processen men det tror jag 
inte är på grund av miljön runt omkring 
utan mer beroende på kompetensen i 
gruppen och gruppdiskussionerna 
förändras beroende på 
gruppsammansättningen. Vi brukar säga 
att vi måste vara top-down för att kunna 
vara bottom-up.  

- Vi är just nu I en tillväxttakt och den 
präglas av rationella beslut. Vi har ett 
huvudkontor på en annan ort och 
huvudkontoret är väldigt rationella i 
deras beslut men det är ledningsgruppen 
här i Landskrona som kan påverka 
organisationen tankar och 
tillvägagångsätt. 

 
Förändrar ni ert förhållande till  hur ni tar 
beslut i förhållande till hur emotionellt 
knuten ni är till organisationen? 
 

- Jag det tror jag och jag tror att jag hade 
baserat beslutat på ännu mer  fakta, 
information och siffror men personligen 
tror jag inte att jag hade agerat så 
annorlunda från hur jag gör nu. Men, jag 
hade antagligen blivit ännu mer 
sifferbiten. 

 - Ja det har jag gjort och det är för att jag 
behövde ta dem besluten då gruppen 
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Har ni någon gång medvetet tagit ett beslut 
där att utgången/utdelningen inte var det 
mest rationella alternativet till en början, 
men det sedan visade sig bli det mest 
rationella valet? 
 

 

behövde dessa beslut för att utvecklas 
och utveckla sig själva. Exempel: Jag 
kan berätta hur man gör och visa hur 
man gör men i dessa sammanhang har 
det varit lite learning by doing och 
därför behöver jag ta något av 
irrationella beslut. Jag måste tillåta mina 
medarbetare gå i vissa fäller men det gör 
jag på grund utav att jag ser det som att 
vi då växer oss starkare och effektivare. 

Sammanfattande tankar - Framställningen av ett rationellt beslut 
har stämt relativt överens med min bild 
av ämnet men jag anser att om en 
person tar beslut med bara magkänsla så 
är man inte rationell. 
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